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I t’s 10 pm, there’s no moon,
AND THE WATER IS 49°.
Another day at work for Greg Watson.
stop at Plum Creek’s boundaries. 
And we now have study areas and
He’s directing a three-state survey techniques that will help in
survey of bull trout—gathering 
nonulation and habitat data for 
known bull trout streams, 
and for critical fish-bearing 
streams on Plum Creek lands.
At night, when the 
trout are more active, Greg 
and his crew count them 
individually, using snorkeling gear 
and flashlights. The point is, the
future research.
After all, good stewardship 
requires good science. That’s why 
our staff includes not only a fish 
ecologist, but hydrologists and 
wildlife biologists. They’re help­
ing us make sure our lands aren’t 
just a source of timber, but a 
source of life.
A FEW more we know about this kind of
J PtumCreek
L eaden in Environmental Forestry
TECHNICAL
POINTS.
One o f the objectives o f the 
survey was to identify exactly 
what affects the presence o f 
bulltrout. We examined 
factors such as water temper­
ature, riparian cover; woody 
debris complex, stream 
channel structure, and the 
presence o f exotic species like 
Eastern Brook Trout.
To do this, we compared 
streams that contained bull 
trout with streams that 
didn't. To count the bull 
trout accurately, we worked 
with independent fisheries 
consultants to develop a sta­
tistically rigorous sampling 
method that can detect as few  
as 2 3 fish per kilometer.
natural process, the better we can 
protect the streamside zones that 
fish depend on for clean water, 
shade and habitat.
What’s more, we’re 
sharing what we learn with 
state and federal agencies, so 
the benefits of the survey won’t
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Gfemtents
FEATURES
A h o u n d  t h e  O v a l
Above: the new 
Grizzly logo. Left: At the Great 
Griz Encounter, the Grizzlies also unveiled 
their new a ttire . The “Texas orange” and gold uniforms 
worn since 1967  have been replaced by maroon Jerseys 
with silver numbers and pants for home games, white jer­
seys with maroon numbers and pants for road games.
The new silver helm ets have maroon face  masks and 
the “Griz” logo on the side.
Grizzlies 
S port New 
Coats
W eather has never come betw een Grizzly football players and  th e ir fans. 
K now n to  brave any elem ent to  
watch th e ir team  go for grid iron 
glory, Grizzly fans are  a hardy  lot. 
A nd  a  typical w estern  M ontana 
ra insto rm  a t th e  G reat G riz 
E ncounter on  A ugust 18 d id n ’t  keep 
2,000 fans from  gathering o n  the 
soggy stadium  field to  w itness the 
unveiling o f th e  Grizzlies’ new  look.
H undreds o f  T -shirts and  a th o u ­
sand  posters bearing th e  new  
Grizzly logo in  m aroon  and  silver 
sp irit colors w ere d istribu ted  free to  
fans w ho w ere busy collecting au to ­
graphs from  U M ’s defending 
N C A A  Division I-A A  cham pion 
gridders. C reated  by a rtis t Steve 
La Ranee, th e  new  Grizzly graphic 
image was chosen for U M  apparel 
and  publications because “we w ant­
ed  an  image th a t conveys th e  sense 
o f  pow er and  magnificence o f the 
grizzly bear,” said  A nnie Bontrelli, 
U M ’s com m unity relations and  ou t­
reach coordinator.




W hen  M ontanans take to  th e  vot­ing boo ths th is fall, they m ust decide how  th e  M ontana 
U niversity System should be m anaged— 
a decision th a t will profoundly in flu ­
ence th e  course o f higher education  in  
the state. If they vote for C onstitu tional 
A m endm ent 30 in  th e  N ovem ber 5 
general election, th e  independen t B oard  
o f Regents an d  com m issioner o f h igher 
education  will be replaced w ith  a 
d epartm en t o f education  and  director 
appointed  by the governor. A  vote 
against CA-30 retains th e  cu rren t 
seven-mem ber B oard  o f Regents, w hich 
hires its ow n comm issioner o f higher 
education.
CA-30 was born in the 1995 Montana 
Legislature when 100 of 150 legislators voted 
to ask Montanans if they wanted to change 
Article X of the Montana Constitution, 
which provides for an independent Board of 
Regents with a budget controlled by the 
Legislature.
Proponents o f CA-30 say th e  cu rren t 
system needs to  be changed because th e  
regents have n o t been  responsive to  the 
public and  accountable to  th e  legis­
lature. T hey  also argue 
tha t the governor should ^  
exert m ore influence over 
the board.
“Because o f th e  big, w ide con-^1 
stitu tional language, m any people ^  
feel th e  regents have to o  m uch ^ 
power,” says Ray Peck, H ouse m inority  
leader. “T h e  cu rren t set-up does no t 
provide enough checks and  balances.” 
CA-30, he says, would subject th e  board
to  th e  legislative review  process and  
m ake th e  regents m ore responsive to  
th e  public It w ould also lim it the 
regents’ pow er by m aking th em  “subject 
to  review  by th e  governor’s budget 
office.”
O pponen ts o f C A-30—including U M  
President G eorge D ennison  and  
M ontana  State U niversity  P resident 
M ike M alone—say those checks and  bal­
ances are  already in  place. W hile  th e  
B oard  can act independently  o n  educa­
tional m atters, its budget is controlled 
by th e  Legislature. T h is system, oppo­
nents argue, was created  by th e  dele­
gates to  th e  C onstitu tional C onvention 
to  p ro tect higher education  from  th e  
w him s o f  th e  Legislature, w hile m aking 
th e  b o a rd  financially accountable to  
M ontanans.
“T his division o f authority ,” 
D ennison says, “was designed to  assure 
th a t educational decisions res t on  
sound  educational grounds, w hile also 
requiring  th e  system to  account for 
state funds.” CA-30’s passage would 
increase bureaucracy by substituting the 
Legislature for th e  B oard  o f Regents, 
w hich is already a citizen board , 
D ennison says. A nd, he adds, th e  gover­
n o r is already an  ex officio b o a rd  m em ­
ber and  chairm an  o f th e  B oard  o f 
Public E ducation (the com bined B oard  
o f  Regents and  th e  k-12 B oard  of 
Public Education).
Tibetan
monks took all day to  create 
an intricate sand mandala in the 
UC atrium on Septem ber 6 . When 
it was finished, it was 
destroyed to  illustrate th a t 




excerpted from  P resident George D ennison’s  guest 
editorial in  th e  Missoulian
The University of Montana and the citi­
zens of Montana lost a good friend and bene­
factor with the recent passing of Richard C. 
Bowers, the University’s 13th president 
Although nearly fifteen years have passed 
since Bowers ended his seven-year tenure as 
president [1974 through 1982], his memory 
looms large on the campus he loved. The 
Bowers legacy exists throughout the 
University, both in such physical landmarks 
as the Performing Arts and Radio/Television 
Building and in the spirit of community, out­
reach and service that continues to inform 
and enrich our efforts.
The Montanan has coasted down the on-ramp and entered—you guessed it—the information superhighway.
As of May 1996, you can dial up features, 
sports stories and class notes by calling 
up Montanan on-line. To reach the maga­
zine, dial up UM’s homepage at 
h ttp : //  www.umt.edu and dick on the 
news and publications button.
v l  R O U N D  T H E  O lO tJL
Visitors ogle the interior o f the William and Rosemary Gallagher Building for th e  School of 
Business Administration.
Developmental Oncology Research at the 
Mayo Clinic and Foundation in Rochester, 
Minnesota, will oversee UM’s burgeoning 
research efforts and work to attract more 
research funding to UM. Ames replaces Ray 
Murray, who retired in June.
“I'm excited that we've managed to 
attract Dr. Ames to campus," President 
George Dennison said, referring to the 
months-long search. "He's an outstanding 
researcher and research administrator. He 
brings the experience and talent we need at 
this point in the University’s history."
Ames—a professor of pharmacology at 
Mayo’s medical and graduate schools since 
1989—will work with graduate students in 
UM classrooms and laboratories and will 




Town M eets 
Gown at Open 
House
On August 13, townspeople, alumni and academics alike flooded onto campus to see what all the hammer­
ing was about. From 4 to 6:30 p m , Missoula 
residents took guided tours of the new 
William and Rosemary Gallagher Building for 
the School of Business Administration, the 
Davidson Honors College, Pantzer Hall, Toole 
Villages and the remodeled Miller Hall and 
University Center.
As alumni toured the new buildings—with 
their suites and computer rooms, laundry 
centers and electronic classrooms—it was an 
occasion for some serious reminiscing. There 
was the World War II vet whose men’s dorm 
installed washers and dryers to attract 
women, the sixties grad who plastered her 
room with Elvis Presley posters, the business 
student who first encountered a room-sized 
computer. After the tours, famished by the 
memories, everyone gathered on the Oval to 
eat ice cream cones and listen to the Town 




In early 1997, Matthew Ames, an oncolo­gy researcher from Mayo Clinic, will leave the land of a thousand lakes for the hub 
of five valleys, where he will serve as UM’s 
new vice president for research and develop­
m ent Ames, who is currently research direc­
tor at the Mayo Foundation and chair of the 
Department of Oncology's Division of
The U M  political science dep art­m en t will gain a hands-on practi­tioner in  January, w hen  re tiring  
U.S. R epresentative Pat W illiam s leaves 
th e  halls o f  C ongress for th e  halls o f 
academia. In  spring sem ester 1997, 
W illiams will teach a  graduate level 
course o n  w hat h e  know s best: legisla­
tive politics.
“W e’re excited  abou t th e  oppo rtun i­
ties th is p resents to  enhance th e  quality 
o f  education  we provide to  o u r s tu ­
den ts and  th e  variety  o f services we 
provide to  th e  sta te  o f  M ontana,” said 
U M  Presiden t G eorge D ennison. H e 
said  th a t w hile W illiams will initially be 
based  in  th e  political science dep art­
m ent, he will lecture and  teach classes 
in  o th e r disciplines including jou rnal­
ism an d  forestry. H e may also be 
involved in  th e  C en ter for th e  Rocky 
M ounta in  West.
W illiams, a  D em ocrat firs t elected to  
C ongress in  1978, has m ain ta ined  a 
strong com m itm ent to  education  d u r­
ing his eighteen years in  th e  U.S. House 
o f Representatives, including serving on 
th e  H ouse C om m ittee  o n  Economic 
an d  E ducation O pp o rtu n itie s  an d  relat­
ed  subcom m ittees
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Envisioning 
the W est: 
Dan Kemmis
M
4 4 1  1  issoula cannot manage its chal­
lenges alone, any more than 
I Santa Fe can, or Prescott, Moab 
or Durango, Boulder or Jackson, Boise or 
Bozeman,” said Missoula Mayor Kemmis who 
took the helm of the Center for the Rocky 
Mountain West on September 3. “We are in 
this together, and if the West is going, in 
Wallace Stegner’s words, ‘to create a society 
to match its scenery,’ then we are going to 
have to move beyond our partisan and ideo­
logical struggles and standoffs to a new matu­
rity in which the West teaches itself to think 
and act like a region, like the great good place 
it is meant to be.”
Kemmis left the office he has 
held since January 1990 to 
become interim director of 
the Center for the Rocky 
Mountain West, where he
has served as an advisor since its beginning 
in 1992. The center’s mission is to study the 
history, culture and economy of the Rocky 
Mountain Region and to assist with public 
policy analysis. Kemmis’ work at the Center 
will include conducting his own research and 
writing a book about the West
During his six and a half years at the 
helm of city government, Kemmis emerged as 
a nationally recognized authority on the 
West’s special challenges involving growth 
and development Kemmis said his new job at 
the center will enable him to devote more 
time to helping the West establish an identity 
in the face of change.
His decision to leave the mayor’s office 
was difficult, but it was “was a matter of car­
rying my work here to its next logical step,” 
he said. “Second only to my love for Missoula 
is my loyalty to the West, and it is to that 
scope of work that I now gladly turn.”
New Jubes Go 
D igital
You’ve tapped your toes and snapped your fingers to the New Jubes’ ver­sions of “Higher and Higher,” “Traffic 
Jam” and “Open Invitation.” Now, with their 
new CD, you can sing along with the New 
Jubes in the privacy of your shower stall. On 
the CD, the eight-member group, directed by 
Dennis Thurmond, sing musical selections of 
jazz and pop, accompanied by the Virtual 
Orchestra. Starting in November, the CD will 




We’ve heard his mellifluous voice announcing new recordings and soliciting donations for Missoula’s 
public radio station. At lectures, we’ve 
watched him adjusting microphones or fid­
dling with the public address system. In the 
twenty years he’s worked at KUFM Radio, 
we’ve called him acting news director; devel­
opment, promotion and production director; 
and audio producer. Now we’re calling him 
director of telecommunications.
William Marcus took the job “out of con­
cern for directing KUFM television and 
KUFM radio into its transformation into the 
digital age.” He manages the University radio 
and television stations and oversees Broadcast 
Media Center projects, such as the prize-win­
ning TV series “Backroads of Montana.” 
Although Marcus says KUFM Radio with its 
varied format will remain the heart and soul 
of the center, he will direct the center’s transi­
tion into television, with broadcast slated to 
begin in January. “The two will have to work 
together,” Marcus said. “But for now KUFM 




Strains of songs by Soundgarden and Smashing Pumpkins can be heard across campus as listeners discover a 
new student radio station that hit the air­
waves in late August Billed by its organizers 
as “Revolution Radio,” the non-commercial 
UM station at 89.9 on the FM dial features 
an alternative rock ‘n’ roll format along with
At a  “Beat the VIP” 
pool tournam ent, stu- 
i  dents tested their met-
I  tie  against campus
A  administrators, indud* 
A  ing President George 
A  Dennison.
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news and talk shows.
KBGA broadcasts to the greater Missoula 
area from second-floor studios in the newly- 
remodeled University Center. In 1995, stu­
dents voted to foot the bill for the station, 
paying $9 per semester for a total of 
$180,000 in start-up costs. The fees decrease 
each year until 1999, when they stop at $3 
per semester—a total of $60,000 a year to 
keep the station operational
W riters of the 
Purple Sage
This summer, sixteen national and inter­national journalists got out of the news­room and out on the road with UM’s 
High Country Institute for Journalism and 
Natural Resources. Founded by journalism 
Dean Frank Allen in 1995, the institute 
offered an eight-day, 900-mile exploration of 
the varied terrain and environmental issues 
of western and central Montana.
Allen designed the institute as “an eight- 






of the issues 
and people 
involved.
From a faculty of experts ranging from 
the president of Mead paper company to the 
chief litigator for Defenders of Wildlife, 
reporters gained in-depth information on 
such issues as the ecology of forest fires, mod­
ern mining, water quality, the political future 
of endangered species and people pressures 
on national parks.
Reporters were enthusiastic about the new 
institute. “It was great,” said Michael Milstein 
of the Billings Gazette. “It gave us the time to 
get to know more personal aspects of these 
issues we write about all the time...things you 
don’t  have time to do when you’re trying to 
crank out three stories a day.” From conversa­
tions with Montanans, including a home stay 
with Choteau-area ranchers gave participants 
“a sense of who these people are, what drives 
them, why they chose the life they lead,” said 
Alex Barnum of the San Francisco Chronicle 
said. Chicago Tribune writer LeAnn Spencer 
valued the diversity and accessibility of the 
faculty, some of whom rode along for the 
entire trip. Milstein liked the “invigorating 
mix” of participating journalists, from organi­
zations ranging from Congressional Quarterly 
to Mother Jones, CNN to the Algerian press 
service.
Allen hopes to secure an endowment to 
make the institute a permanent program, per­
haps offering institutes in other regions to 
expose participants to varied environmental 
issues. Interest among journalists is strong, he 
said, noting “I have a list of twenty-nine peo-
ple who couldn’t come this time who have 
already started begging to be included next
__nyear.
Native A merican 
Studies Comes 
of Age
This fall, students on UM’s Missoula campus have a new major to choose from—Native American Studies. The 
first NAS major to debut at a Montana uni­
versity, the program is “basically a cultural 
bridge in academia,” Native American Studies 
Program Director Bonnie Craig said. She says 
comprehensive course listings offer students a 
broader view of history and American cul­
ture than in traditional liberal arts curricula. 
The state Board of Regents approved the 
major in the spring and four students signed 
up as majors this summer. It is expected to 
quickly grow to 20 or 30 students.
“This is an important program for us at 
The University of Montana because of the 
significant population of Native Americans in 
the state and on our campus,” President 
George Dennison said. “But it is even more 
important for the majority students on cam­
pus, to give them a sense of the Native 
American experience. The major will help us 
do that.”
Food Service Revisited
You remember food at the dining service: sloppy Joes, meadoaf and ever-present mystery m eat Well, think again. Today's Dining Services, which has won three international food ser­
vice awards, offers a panoply of choices. Thanks to executive chef 
Tom Siegel, who was voted Chef of the Year by the Western 
Montana Chapter of the American Culinary Federation, students 
can fill their trays with Ragin’ Cajun Cod, Tarragon Chicken, Caesar 
Salad and slices of eclair pie.
Next month, Siegel will venture into the larger university com­
munity when he opens a new restaurant upstairs on the second 
floor of the University Center. Called The Black Soup Bistro, the 
restaurant will feature Starbuck’s Coffee and offer entrees such as 
grilled focaccia, Marrakech tabouli salad and Philly steak sandwiches.
left: Tom Siegel, prize-winning head chef of UM’s  dining services, 
carves a  swan from tallow.
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Andrew L  H ofmeister ’38 G eorge T. Kalaris ’49  D onald L  Lodmell ’63 Sherm an V. Lohn '46  Richard R. Miller ’47 B art W. O’Gara ’68
D istinguished A lumni Awards
A painter, a counterintelligence agent, a research scientist, a lawyer, a journalist and a wildlife biologist will be honored during Homecoming
as outstanding alumni from The University of Montana.
Andrew L. Hofmeister ’38 taught for 
thirty-two years in Washington State 
University’s fine arts department; his work 
has been exhibited throughout the Pacific 
Northwest Odyssey: Andrew L  Hofmeister, 
published by WSU, covers the evolution of 
his work from early sketches of his eastern 
Montana homestead to his current abstract 
paintings.
George T. Kalaris, J.D. ’49, worked for 
the CIA for twenty-eight years starting in 
1952. He served as station chief in embassies 
in the Philippines and Brazil before he was 
appointed chief of counterintelligence in the 
Soviet/East Europe Division. Kalaris died in 
1995; his wife, Ismene, will accept the award.
Donald L. Lodmell, M.S. ’63, Ph.D. ’67,
is a commissioned officer in the U.S. Public 
Health Service. A research scientist with the 
National Institutes of Allergy and Infectious 
Diseases for twenty-nine years, Lodmell is 
known for his work concerning rabies virus 
infections.
Sherm an V. Lohn ’46, J.D. ’47, helped 
form Garlington, Lohn and Robinson, one of 
the oldest and largest law firms in western 
Montana, in 1955. In addition to teaching at 
UM’s law school, Lohn has served on numer­
ous legal and academic boards, including the 
Senior Advisory Board of the Ninth Circuit 
Judicial Conference and the Mansfield Center 
board.
R ichard R. “Shag” M iller ’47 worked 
for the Montana Standard from his gradua­
tion until 1962, when he purchased the Butte 
AM radio station KBOW. Two years later, he 
purchased KOPR FM. Known for his respon­
sible and responsive programming, Miller was 
president of the Montana Broadcasters 
Association and a member of the UM 
Foundation Board of Directors.
B art W. O ’Gara, Ph.D. ’68, spent his pro­
fessional life in UM’s Montana Cooperative 
Wildlife Unit, serving as assistant leader, then 
leader until he retired in 1992. O’Gara devel­
oped extensive research programs in China, 
Nepal and Pakistan, and was successful in 
attracting research funding for the wildlife 
un it He has received merit awards from the 












uly may be the best month for recreating in 
and around Missoula, but you wouldn’t know it 
by Tom Raunig’s schedule. Hired as The 
University of Montana’s new head coach of track, 
field and cross country on July 1, Raunig spent the 
month preparing himself and his squads for the Big 
Sky Conference.
“I could work twenty-four hours a day and still 
have work to do,” said Raunig. As a NCAA Division 
1 head coach in the bureaucratic 1990s, Raunig must 
plow through reams of paperwork to maintain his 
athletes’ eligibility and do the recruiting necessary to 
provide the foundation for teams to come. But if the 
twenty-one school records set during his two seasons 
at Upper Iowa University in Fayette are any indica­
tion, what Raunig clearly enjoys most is coaching.
A 1982 All-American for the Grizzlies in the 
10,000 meters, Raunig is excited about bringing his 
coaching talent hack to a state his accomplishments 
range from a successful prep career at Havre High to 
1993 Big Sky Conference Cross Country Coach of 
the Year at Montana State University. Raunig was 
assistant track and head men’s cross country coach 
at MSU for seven and a half years. “W hen I took 
the job in Iowa, I never expected to get a chance to 
come back to Montana so soon,” said Raunig.
When track and field Coach Dick Koontz retired 
after eighteen years last December, Raunig jumped at 
the chance to apply for one of the two head coaching 
jobs. He was selected because of his ties to and famil­
iarity with the sport in Montana.
Raunig has bachelor’s and master’s degrees in 
health and physical education from UM, as well as 
the standing school record in the 10,000. But his ties 
to Bozeman run deep enough for any Grizzly fan to 
work up some conspiracy theories. At MSU, after all, 
he earned a doctorate in higher education adminis­
tration and sports management and met his wife 
Katie, whose father, Ken Nicholson, was the Bobcats' 
sports information director for twenty-five years.
Raunig would tell you, however, that there’s no 
place he’d rather be than Missoula and no program 
he’d rather work with than the Grizzlies. “It would­
n’t  be realistic to say that we’re going to compete for 
the conference championship next year or even 
maybe the year after,” said Raunig who inherits a 
women’s squad that finished sixth and a men’s team 
that finished seventh out of the eight teams at last 
season’s Big Sky Outdoor Championships. “I just 
want my teams to improve every year, and 1 want 
them to work hard.”
If the Grizzlies adopt the work ethic of their new 
coach, Tom Raunig may resume his influence over- 
the Montana track and field and cross country 
record books.
D ickenson ’s M agic 
M igrates North
Ask anybody who’s followed Grizzly football for 
at least a year and they’ll tell you that, if given a 
chance, Dave Dickenson’s legend could grow as great 
in Alberta as it has in his home state of Montana. 
Dickenson, for those of you who’ve been on a desert 
island the past three football seasons, is probably the
A 1992  Grizzly All-American, Tom Raunig is 
back on UM’s  track.
most successful, adored and highly marketed athlete 
in the history of the state, thanks to  his role in 
Montana’s 1995 Division 1-AA National 
Championship, his Grizzly passing records and the 
Walter Payton Award he earned in 1995.
After being passed over by the National Football 
League because of his size, Dickenson tried his hand 
in the Canadian Football League. He was drafted by 
the Calgary Stampeders, and had some success in the 
pre-season despite having to adjust to Canadian 
game rules.
Canadian teams carry only two active quarter­
backs, and the Stampeders boast Jeff Garcia and 
thirteen-year veteran Danny Barrett. The 
Stampeders, however, liked Dickenson enough to 
invent an injury for him so they could keep him on 
their Injured Reserve list. This allows Dickenson to 
practice with the team and learn the Canadian game 
and provides Calgary with insurance should some­
thing happen to Garcia or Barrett.
Those who have watched Dave-whose game 
is ideally suited to Canada’s pass-happy style- j j  
know that he wouldn’t relin­
quish the job easily once he’s "  
given a chance to toss a cou­
ple of passes.
Soccer
The women’s soccer team posted a 12-7 
record in its second season of action and its 
first season on the South Campus soccer 
field. “We improved dramatically last year,” 
said UM head coach Betsy Duerksen, “not 
only in our record, but in our level of play.” 
The Griz picked up wins against New 
Mexico, BYU, Washington State and 
Colorado College, plus Gonzaga, 
Wyoming, Hawaii, CSU Sacramento 
and Arizona. In addition, M  
Montana posted a six-match 
winning streak midseason 
with Montana’s Golden 
Boot winner Courtney 
Mathieson and MVP 
Railene Thorson
earning regional
rankings in scoring ! 
and saves.
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Richael Myllymaki, a  freshman 
from Arlee, races between bar­
rels a t th e  College National 
Finals Rodeo in Bozeman last 
spring. She finished sixth in all- 
around cowgirl competition.
SWIMMING FOR THE GOLD
by Betsy Cohen
Talent isn’t the only thing it takes to be an Olympic athlete. According to David Berkoff, a second year UM law student, it takes sacri­
fice, commitment and a strong will to stave off the 
loneliness of a life consumed by practices eight 
hours a day, six days a week for three years-all for 
a chance to compete in an event that takes less 
than fifty seconds.
Berkoff competed for the U.S. swimming team in 
the Olympic Games in Seoul and Barcelona, swim­
ming the 100-meter backstroke and the 400-meter 
relay. He said the highlight of his career was setting 
two world records at the trials in SeouL “At the 
Olympics, everything is special, everything is there 
for you and people recognize your face and come up 
for autographs. It’s exciting," Berkhoff said. “But 
when you come back, everything seems really dull— 
it’s a big let down.”
Berkoff started swimming because he was over­
weight and “uncoordinated.” “I was a terrible athlete 
at six. It wasn’t until I was seventeen that I was con­
sidered and elite swimmer,” he said. “It wasn’t  until
I was twenty that I had a shot at the Olympics.” 
Over the years, Berkhoff said the rigor of train­
ing took its toll. “You give up a lot when your goal is 
to be in the Olympics,” said Berkhoff. “You don’t 
have as great a social life as most people have. It’s 
pretty much swim and sleep.
“In a lot of ways you feel like you are standing 
still when everybody you know is moving on with 
their life and getting married.”
Berkhoff, however, has hardly stood still. At 
twenty-nine, he has a silver, bronze and two gold 
Olympic medals, an anthropology degree from 
Harvard and a master’s in environmental studies 
from UM. He has now set his sights set on finishing 
law school.
Berkhoff said his years of training have helped 
him with his studies because he learned that success 
depends on “mental toughness.” “The first year in 
law school the pressure was just to survive. Now I’ve 
learned to relax more and how to do it easier,” he 
said. “Athletics teaches you how to be more efficient 
with your time.”
Berkoff is also training fifteen hours a week as a 
professional triathlete. “I love competition,” he said. 
“I need it to thrive.”
Whitefish native 
Michelle Badilla 
fights off a 
^  Minnesota 
defender.
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Nancy Cooper, who teaches harpsichord, s its  in front o f a musical score 
copied ou t in Thomas Jefferson’s  hand.
by Megan McNamer
M
usic and presidential his­
tory are not commonly 
associated in most 
American minds, a cir­
cumstance that gives 
Visiting Assistant Professor Nancy Cooper’s 
research on the musical life of Thomas Jefferson an 
intriguing spin. We do know Richard Nixon played 
“Happy Days Are Here Again” when he won the 
Republican nomination. We remember Fleetwood 
Mac performing at President Clinton’s inauguration 
and wasn’t Jimmy Carter a big Willie Nelson fan?
These facts, however, are mere footnotes in these 
leaders’ careers. Emphatic decisions about the White 
House china have been made and duly noted, 
but...music? Maybe we have inherited from our fore­
fathers a certain disregard for American music 
“Music,” Thomas Jefferson proclaimed, in a let­
ter to an Italian friend, Francis Alberti, “is the 
favorite passion of my soul and fortune has cast my 
lot in a country where it is in a state of deplorable 
barbarism.” Jefferson was a violinist (a fact celebrat­
ed in the musical 1776) and an avid musk collector, 
but “it’s safe to say he did not like American music,” 
says Cooper, who teaches organ, harpsichord and 
music theory at UM.
“There are no works in his collection by William 
Billings [the best-known composer in the United 
States prior to the 1820s],” Cooper says. “There are
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no works by the composers who wrote keyboard 
pieces for his inauguration.”
Let’s face it. Thomas Jefferson-drafter of the 
Declaration of Independence, third president of the 
United States of America, inspiration for the Lewis 
and Clark exploration-was, as Cooper bluntly puts 
it, “an artistic European musical snob.”
Cooper became interested in Jefferson’s music 
collection four years ago when she learned that his 
daughter, Martha, studied with French Baroque com­
poser Claude Balbastre. She soon learned that some 
of Balbastre’s original manuscripts were at 
Monticello-part of an extensive collection of vocal 
and instrumental pieces, including works by C.P.E. 
Bach, Corelli and Vivaldi. When she held the origi­
nal scores in her hands, looked at the fingerings 
written in and saw the scrawls of the children prac­
ticing their signatures, she was hooked. “This wasn’t 
textbook history,” Cooper said. “”It was about peo­
ple-people who loved music and collected a lot of it.” 
Jefferson was particularly enamored of things 
Italian, Cooper says. He loved Italian music, includ­
ing the complete violin sonatas of Antonio 
Campioni, and filled MonticeUo with copies of 
Italian paintings. He introduced pasta to presidential 
dinners and planted grape seeds in the hopes of 
beginning a winery.
This passion for Italy was personal as welL After 
Jefferson's beloved wife, Martha, died in 1782, he 
met an Italian woman, Maria Cosway, while serving 
as minister to France. The relationship between
them, the nature of which has never been deter­
mined, lasted for forty years.
The Cosway home in Paris, Cooper says, was 
known for its musical “salons.” Maria Cosway, wife 
of miniaturist Richard Cosway, performed on the 
harpsichord and harp and composed songs and key­
board sonatas. (Cosway’s Italian Songs and Duets for 
Voice and Harp were included in the recent 
Merchant-Ivory film Jefferson in Paris.)
Such a cultivated climate must have been what 
Jefferson tried to recreate when he later, during his 
presidency, tried to spiff up the Marine Band by 
importing some Italian musicians to improve it. This 
angered the Amerkan players and the band director, 
who wasn’t informed about the Italians and had no 
money to pay them. Because Jefferson is known as 
the father of the “President’s Own” Marine Band, 
Cooper says this is still a sensitive issue.
Thanks to a UM grant, Cooper will go to Italy 
this fall to add further research on Maria Cosway to 
the several scholarly artkles she has published on 
Jefferson s musical liife. In 1993 she performed a lec­
ture-concert at UM on his musk collection, an event 
she plans to record. Most recendy, Cooper was a 
consultant for a two-part PBS series on Jefferson pro­
duced by Ken Bums, famous for his Civil War series. 
The program will air in January, concurrent with the 
1997 presidential inauguration.
And the musk for that? Maybe something by 
Credence Clearwater Revival. Maybe the soundtrack
from “Independence Day.” Certainly not Vivaldi M
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Lynn Churchill and his student Interns push to  








Isewhere on campus it is 
a quiet Monday morning 
in mid-July, except for a 
room in the basement of 
I the University of
Montana’s Mansfield Library, which feels like 
a command center. Printers spew out com­
puter code and graphics. Cardboard boxes 
and filing cabinets compete for space. Half a 
dozen men and women in Guatamalan 
shorts and river sandals gaze intently at com­
puter screens, calling out for advice.
It’s drop dead day at UM’s Information 
Technology Resource Center—the deadline 
for finishing Travel Montana’s Internet web 
site. The site because must be up and run­
ning tonight because Travel Montana’s win­
ter tourism campaign breaks tomorrow. 
Consisting of nearly 1500 interconnected 
page of text and graphics, this site is more 
complicated than most and, to Director Lynn 
Churchill’s satisfac­
tion, his student 
interns have come 
through. After a long 
weekend, they are in 
the final stages of 
fine-tuning—making 
sure all the graphics 
are in place and the 
buttons work.
Building Internet 
web sites is just part 
of what the Center 
does. Created in 
1995 to  keep the 





worlds, the Center’s mission, in the words of 
its director, is “to  do what we need to  do to 
be viable in the future as a University.” 
Looking a little like John Lennon in his 
wire-rim glasses and graying, off-the-shoulder 
hair, Churchill brings the passion of a true 
believer to his task.
Churchhill, a mathematics professor and 
business consultant, believes educational 
institutions need to cooperate with the pri­
vate sector to make the most of the new 
information technologies. He has aggressive­
ly—and successfully—pursued government 
and business contracts, which provide funds­
ing and give his student interns valuable 
real-world experience. Contracts, for exam­
ple, have real deadlines.
Churchill says the new information tech­
nologies, with their ability to link far-flung 
geographical points through the magic of 
cyberspace, are a perfect match for educa­
tional institutions in a state like Montana. 
The Center is developing a “virtual training
center” that will allow teachers in Pryor, 
Browning or any place with a telephone line 
to renew their certification without traveling 
to the University. The center is creating a 
desktop computer that would use television 
cable for multi-site conferencing among 
schools. And it is working with the $2.5 mil­
lion Network Montana to implement a 
statewide educational system.
Churchill has also helped faculty—com­
puterizing a slide collection for a classics 
course and creating a web site, complete with 
readings, for a new gerontology program.
W hen asked what the future might look 
like as information technology becomes inte­
grated into everyday life, Churchill quips, 
“Information toasters.” That’s cybertalk for 
cheap, easy-to-use terminals connecting 
households with the world’s collected infor­
mation. To illustrate, he brings on screen a 
“time machine” built for the Mansfield 
Library. To showcase the archives, his stu­
dents created a multi-media UM tour, circa 
1905. By pointing 
and clicking, the 
time traveler tours 
the Oval, meets the 
baseball team and lis­
tens to  the year’s top 
hits.
If Churchill has 
his way, this easy 
access to information 




says “students will be 
able to  find whatever 
information they 
need from wherever 
they are.” M
Travel Montana’s  web site, created by the Information Technology Resource Center’s  staff.
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The Rocky Mountain Front serves as western boundary of the Theodore Roosevelt Memorial Ranch.
by Constance Poten
S
ummer storm clouds roll 
like heavy sleeping bags 
over the limestone reefs 
and canyons of the 
Rocky Mountains’ east 
fron t In a modern ranch house at their base, 
schoolteachers circle a table using household 
utensils to  pick up rice, apple cider, gummy 
soup, seeds and worms in paper cups. Some 
aren’t  having much luck. The toothpick users 
get the most laughs, and shortly the table 
resembles the back of a ranch pickup.
The teachers are experiencing what it’s 
like to eat like a bird—an exercise they will 
take back to their classrooms so children can 
discover the importance of habitat The 
toothpick people are mimicking sandpipers, 
birds that can’t  ingest nectar (cider) or seeds 
(rice) so their diet is limited to pond scum 
(gummy soup) and worms. Straw-users are 
hummingbirds, totally dependent on the nec­
tar. Tweezers approximate the beaks of yel­
low warblers, which can grasp everything but 
nectar. Spoons, like duck bilk, scoop up 
almost anything. Pliers represent sparrows 
and grosbeaks, birds that can crack sheik and 
eat seeds.
The setting for this three-day Wilderness 
and Land Ethics Awareness Teacher 
Workshop led by Mission Mountain rangers
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Kari Gunderson and Joe Flood is the 
Theodore Roosevelt Memorial Ranch and 
Wildlife Research Station, eight miles west of 
Dupuyer, Montana. The Boone and Crockett 
Club bought the 6,000-acre working ranch in 
1987, a century after Teddy Roosevelt found­
ed the prestigious hunting organization. The 
club has a rich conservation legacy: It was 
instrum ental in the protection of 
Yellowstone National Park and the founding 
of the national forest system. Early members 
included naturalkts George Bird Grinnell 
and Aldo Leopold, artist Albert Bierstadt, 
author Owen Wister, and a founder of the 
U.S. Forest Service, Gifford PinchoL
After the Depression an emphask on 
sport hunting eclipsed conservation, and in 
the following decades the club earned infamy 
fostering a fierce national trophy-collecting
competition for entry in its coveted record 
book. Now, in the club’s centennial year, its 
160 members—a mix of wildlife professionak, 
conservationists and hunters—decided to re­
enter the realm of conservation, says ranch 
manager Bob Peebles.
Recognizing that the future of wildlife 
depends on the cooperation of private 
landowners, the Boone and Crockett Club 
dedicated the cattle ranch, situated in prime 
big game habitat, as a demonstration labora­
tory for research and education. By facing 
the same challenges as its farm and ranch 
neighbors—the vagaries of weather, market 
swings, production costs, government regula­
tion, as well as wildlife and isolation—the club 
hopes to forge a compatible relationship 
between man and wildlife, one that sustains 
and enhances the lives of both. It’s a long­
term commitment that couldn’t be advanced 
without the willing partnership of The 
University of Montana.
The club endowed a chair in UM’s 
forestry school and recruited Hal Salwasser, 
a respected Forest Service wildlife ecologist, 
for a two-year stint directing UM’s Boone 
and Crockett Wildlife Conservation 
Program. Working with federal and state 
agencies and the wildlife conservation com­
munity, Salwasser designed a charter to 
improve wildlife sustainability on private 
land using the ranch for applied research.
Faculty
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The University of Montana Boone and 
Crockett Wildlife Conservation Program
The goals of the program are education, 
research and public service.
Last year, when Salwasser was tapped by 
the Forest Service to become regional 
forester, Professor Dan Pletscher, director of 
UM’s wildlife biology program, took the helm 
as acting director. The program’s research 
has been used by the Forest Service, 
Tennessee Valley Authority, W estern 
Governors’ Association, Colorado School of 
Law, Oregon Bureau of Land Management 
and Western Forestry Association.
Many of the program’s graduate projects, 
financed by the Boone and Crockett Club, 
focus directly on improving ranch manage­
m ent Because wildlife grazing wheat and 
alfalfa fields causes substantial losses to 
ranchers and farmers, a decade’s worth of 
baseline agricultural studies, along with a 
wildlife inventory, will track impacts of 
wildlife and grazing 
practices.
One student is 
exploring where ani­




crops, logging or 
water use—affect 
wildlife. Another stu­
dent is examining 
how plants and big 
game are affected by 
the broadening range 
of the limber pine, 
which has spread 
from alpine altitudes 
down to the foothills 
over the past sixty 
years. Studies of 
Dupuyer Creek’s 
stream system will 
help ranchers deter­
mine how to keep the 
stream flow healthy, 
where to  build 
bridges and how to 
prevent erosion. A 
study of the popula­
tion dynamics of deer 
mice is designed to 
improve our ability to 
influence population
sizes of wildlife species. To devise a natural 
resource accounting system, a student is 
applying accounting principles to quantify 
the value of natural resources on a ranch 
near Cody, Wyoming. Lisa Flowers, a pro­
gram graduate, now manages the ranch’s 
conservation education programs and orga­
nizes a variety of workshops at the ranch, like 
the teacher workshop on wilderness and land 
ethics.
One graduate whose research takes 
him around the nation is genial Greg 
Schildwachter from Athens, Georgia. “My 
special intent,” says Schildwachter, “is to fig­
ure out how private money, land and labor 
can be used more effectively to recover 
endangered species. It’s an economic prob­
lem.”
The recovery of endangered species has 
stalled, he says. In the past twenty-three
years, only eight species have grown enough 
to be de-listed, not a proud achievement in 
light of the thousand-plus species on the list 
and a growing number of threatened species. 
T he ingredient overlooked in  recovery 
efforts is community, says Schildwachter. “We 
need to add the private dimension to public 
law. We don’t  have the will to do this.” 
Schildwachter believes positive incentives 
for landowners can build that will. 
Landowners are naturally suspicious of the 
government mandating laws that disregard 
economic consequences. But Schildwachter 
envisions scenarios where landowners and 
biologists benefit along with wildlife. 
Conservationists could contract landowners 
to reintroduce species on private land and 
pay them from a portfolio of public and pri­
vate funds. O r landowners could trade land 
credits, in the same way industries trade pol­
lution credits, to pro­
tect certain endan­
gered woodpeckers, 
say, from logging. 
T he timber owner 
might even profit by 
I protecting the wood-
I peckers.
“We need to get 
I into a forward
I mode,” Schildwachter
I says. “Right now
there’s very little 
intentional preserva- 
I tion. We need equip­
ment, raw materials 
I and labor, but first,
we need to get past 
the distrust.
“Ecosystem man­
agement is a messy, 
disorganized, dynam­
ic stew,” he says with 
a smile. “It’s very 
healthy. Answers will 
emerge. Models will 
develop.” M
Ranch Manager Bob 
Peebles hopes con­
servation research on 
the ranch will help 
fanners and ranchers.
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“It's no secret that Conway’s excels in fine food,” said B etty Jo Terise in 
the 1946  S en tine l.
wnie Kelley’s was the spot for college fel­
lows inclined to gamble,” says University 
I of Montana alum Leonard Brewer ’28. 
“We’d go down quick, get a quart of ice 
cream at Herrick’s and try to get home 
before it melted,” remembers Phoebe Patterson Aldrich ’34. Barbara 
Streit Koessler ’42 says, “You went to  the M ontmartre to  make an 
impression.” “T he Florence had more atmosphere than the 
Montmartre,” counters Emma Bravo Lommasson ’33.
UM students have always flocked to certain “hangouts” to eat, 
drink and dance, and these places played as important a role in stu­
dents’ college experiences as beloved professors or stirring lectures. 
They were places where young people infiltrated the world beyond 
campus and conducted experiments in human relations—assuming 
and discarding personas—while having fun and a great burger. 
Discussions with students from the 1920s to the 1990s focussed 
more on restaurants (Missoula bars were covered in the winter 
1993 Montanan), but this is by no means a comprehensive list 
Many choice haunts are gone. A surprising number remain, 
however, including the Missoula Club, founded in 1896. Fred 
Weldon ’58 says, “You went in the Missoula Club for hamburgers 
and beer, and to show your girlfriend your football picture on the 
wall.” Earl Sherron *62 ordered the famous “Mo” Club burger with 
pepper jack cheese. Peter Hasquet ’82 reveals the burger’s secret: 
“The onions are already mixed in with the beef.”
Alumni from the ’20s and ’30s name other favorites. Brewer 
recalls the Falstaff and the Grill Cafe on Main Street—simple places, 
he says, with counters and a few tables. W hat did they serve? “Not 
pate de fois gras. Hamburgers. If you were in the chips, you might 
get a roast—but mostly you weren’t in the chips.” Lommasson 
remembers ordering fried chicken at another Missoula institution: 
the Double Front Cafe. Lommasson, Aldrich and Koessler reel off 
places for ice cream and good food: Coleman’s, the Hollyoak Drug 
Company and Herrick’s (later Hansen’s) on South Higgins; the 
Sunshine and the Coffee Parlor near Broadway and Higgins.
The dining rooms and lounges of several prominent Missoula 
hotels-the Northern (now the Depot), the Park and the Palace- 
were the places for dancing. Especially popular in the ’40s, the 
dimly lit Montmartre Cafe (say “Momart”) in the Missoula Hotel 
provided a live orchestra on weekends. Many alums mention the 
old and new Florence Hotel (the old hotel burned down in 1936) 
with its dining room, coffee shop and soda fountain, “The Blue 
Fountain.” Says Lommasson, the first woman to attend UM from 
Sand Cooley, “Coming from a small town where nothing was ele­
gant or lavish, the Florence Hotel was a very special place.”
However, Depression-era alums insist they didn’t  “hang out” off 
campus as much as subsequent generations. The university was 
more of a college in size and feel; most students lived on campus or 
in Greek houses, which served meals. Only one student had a car 
when Leonard Brewer was at U M -“Rafferty. He was a dashing
Campus
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The sta ff and storefront of the 
original 1947  4B’s  on West 
Broadway. The four b’s—Bill, Billy, 
Buddy and Barbara Hainline—are 
the restaurant’s  owners.
sort”—and his Wills St. Claire was 
also used to  level the University 
track. A streetcar traveled down­
town, but why go? Campus 
offered a full menu of activities; 
the bookstore behind Main Hall 
harbored a soda fountain; and for 
most students, cash for playing 
was a luxury.
The school didn’t  offer pool, 
however. For that Brewer and 
other early alums headed down­
town to Kelley’s Cigar Store and 
Pool Hall, run  by “short, verbose 
and gregarious” Owen “Ownie”
Kelley. Students also frequented 
the Mint, the Pepper Pot in 
Target Range and Spider 
McCallum’s on Woody S treet Spider’s was still around when John 
Patterson, Jr. ’50 was in school. “Spider was a former boxer,” 
Patterson says. “You could pretend to slum, but if things got out of 
order, he jumped over the bar and took care of anyone.”
As World War II raged, students took to the dance floors at the 
Park, the Northern, the Club Chateau and Turah’s Happy 
Bungalow (now The O ther Place). Bill Beaman ’43 recalls the 
three-foot mirrored ball hanging from the ceiling of the Avalon 
dance hall (later a roller-skating rink) across from the 
University golf course. The Frontier Lounge, a 
supper club, was out West Broadway toward 
the airport. Did it have a nice view? “It could 
Squaw Peak and out that way,” says 
“but you don’t  understand. We did- 
think about those things then. All that mat- 
food and a dance floor.” 
pastime surfaces among alum- 
according to  M.J. Maclay Beaman 
to cut afternoon classes and sit in 
at the Wilma—you could smoke there, 
where I saw Gone W ith the W ind” “We’d 
sit in the balcony,” echoes Louise MacKenzie Caras 
’47, “watch movies, drink cokes and smoke.”
Weldon recalls “a hamburger 
deluxe there the size of Yogi 
Berra’s catcher’s m itt for around 
$1.25.” Kate Gadbow ’74 fre­
quented the 4B’s after drama 
rehearsals and was “addicted to 
their baked custard with 
whipped cream at midnight.” 
After Interstate 90 was built in 
1973, the 4B’s moved to its pre­
sent spot on Broadway and 
Washington, where students still 
devour early-morning breakfasts 
and late-night treats.
It may surprise current UM 
students, but the homey gray and 
white building across from Jesse 
Hall, now Food for Thought, has 
served the UM community as a restaurant and hangout since at least 
1927 under the name of The Chimney Corner. Weldon says:
By 11 o’clock in the morning, you knew what the soup was 
at the Chimney Corner, and you could decide if you were 
going there for lunch or not. One waitress, Smitty, was a 
legend. She knew everybody; she was part of the magic of 
the place. You’d come in and she’d bring you what she knew 
you drank—coffee, tea. She’d say, ‘We have this soup today, 
but you won’t  like it, it has'tomatos in it....’ She had a raspy 
voice, a heart of gold, and an unbelievable memory.
For Weldon, Sherron and others, people meant as much as place. 
W ith university enrollment still numbering around 4,000, a sense of 
family ran strong. The Oxford Cafe was popular among students 
partly because owner Bill McFarland’s daughters attended UM.
“The guys in there still wore checked pants and white cook-tops, 
and they were known for their quirky in-house names for menu 
items,” Sherron says of the Oxford. “Stretch One” referred to  a ham­
burger, “Stretch One W ith” was a hamburger with fries. A “Load of 
Hay” was sauerkraut and weiners; the “Married Man,” a roast beef 
sandwich. “He Needs ’Em” denoted the notorious brains and eggs. O r 
as Sharon Yould ’71 recalls, “She Needs ‘Em.”
By the mid- to late ’50s, jobs were plentiful, students owned cars
In the postwar ’40s, one restaurant figured prominently in the 
wee-hour refueling of UM students and would for years to come. 
From its start in 1947, the 4B’s restaurant, located for years at 1359 
West Broadway near Russell, was open twenty-four hours a day. Bill 
Hainline, Jr. ’54 (one of the restaurant’s “B” namesakes) says veterans 
returning to school kept the place hopping. “We always went there 
after dances, around three in the morning,” says M.J. Beaman.
and drive-ins proliferated. Weldon maintains Brownie’s In and Out 
on Broadway had the best burger and fries in town. “You placed your 
order through the mike, then pulled into a parking pattern in a wide 
open area and got out and talked with friends.” Sherron remembers 
when the Tastee Freez (now Bag O ’ Burgers on Brooks) began sell­
ing “twists”: two flavors of ice cream entwined in a single cone.
The fifties generation, Weldon claims, had a “booth mentality.” 
He frequented booths at the Golden Pheasant Chinese restaurant
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Since th e  thirties, students 
have enjoyed fried chicken a t 
th e  Double Front, where “the 
best takes a  little bit longer.”
run by longtime Missoulians Jack Wong and 
his mother. “You minded your Ps and Qs 
with Mama Wong,” he says. If you didn’t, 
she’d bring you up short.”
Jane McAllister ’79 and Sherron talk of 
the booths at the old Shack on Front, a cen­
tral student hangout in 
the ’60s and ’70s. “They 
had high backs,” says 
McAllister. “You could
.-----, feel you were
alone when you 
ate.” McAllister’s 
h u s b a n d ,  
Dudley Improta 
’78 describes 
the big chicken 
.• dinners with 
vegetables for 
0  $2.99 and 
X schooners of 
jP icy cold beer. 
Bill Vaughn ’72 
remembers an 
event typical of 
his day: a Shack 
| w a i t r e s s e s ’ 
strike his sister
Tony Keast, J.D. 
*56, and Mary 
Joyce Quinn ’53, 
take a turn a t 
the Empress 
Room of the 
Palace Hotel.
organized. “It lasted five hours. The owner 
caved in.”
The decade of the 1960s seems half an 
extension of the ’50s, half groundwork for 
the ’70s. O f the late ’60s, Vaughn says, 
“Everything was changing, with a huge 
influx of people reminiscent of now. The size 
of campus doubled; there was antiwar 
protesting, politics, drugs. Hash replaced 
beer in frat basement refrigerators. 
Coffeehouses started up and folded. The stu­
dent government, ASUM, shut down for a 
year. It was a different feeling on campus- 
peculiar, and a lot of fun.”
Local hangouts reflected these changes. 
Students still flocked to dance at the Monk’s 
Cave and the Top Hat, but the scenes were 
nothing older alumni would recognize. 
“There were huge dances at the Park Hotel,” 
Vaughn says. “It was really raucous. There 
was a murder there once a year, but the music 
was terrific”
Nearer campus, the Chimney Corner 
changed hands frequently. Around 1976, 
under the ownership of a couple 
from New York, the restau­
rant offered Missoula’s first 
espresso and whole wheat 
bagels. Needless to  say, that 
proprietorship failed. At 
Freddy’s Feed and Read, stu­
dents discussed politics all ' 
day, while a press in the base­
ment churned out “agitprop”— 
or agitation and propaganda.
The Good Food Store, newly born, 
was “small and macrobiotic,” accord­
ing to Vaughn.
O n South Higgins, old and new 
Missoula mixed harmoniously. On May 1, 
1972, the Crystal movie theater opened, 
where McAllister and friends watched Let It 
Be and King o f Hearts. Butterfly Herbs occu­
pied the same floor, then expanded to the 
basement. Poets and writers performed at 
Butterfly Herbs in the same building and at 
the Gilded Lily restaurant upstairs. Friends 
of Nancy Romalov ’81 produced an original 
opera based on an Edgar Allen Poe story. 
The same block contained an outdoor store, 
the Trailhead, and a head shop, the Joint 
Effort. At the decades-old ice cream shop 
Hansen’s, “there were huge lines after Crystal 
movies,” says McAllister, who lived around 
the corner. “Old Mr. Hansen was usually 
behind the case and he’d have this big smile.” 
To Romalov, the Cabin and Mario's typi­
fy early ’70s Missoula. The Cabin, an East 
Missoula bar with western music and cow­
boys on the dance floor was “authentic 
Montana.” A family of Mexican potato farm­
ers from up the Bitterroot ran Mario’s, she 
believes, and the Italian food and wine were 
good. “Missoula had something vibrant and 
happening at the time,” she says. “It was 
undiscovered land, this place with a tiny bit 
of ethnicity. No one came here because it was 
hip; they came because they got a job. Then 
they opened their eyes and saw what was 
around them.”
By the ’80s, however, what undergrads 
saw when they looked around them was the 
93 Strip, Southgate Mall and watering 
holes where they grazed or 
guzzled. Lisette Lee 
Foreman ’82, traveled 
the 93 Strip for super 
beef burritos at
_____  T reat
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Trading Post across the street The Rocking 
Horse in the mall offered Mexican food, 
top 40 music and a big dance floor. Tower 
pizza was a favorite of Hasquet’s. “It’s noth­
ing but a great big old cracker with tomato 
sauce and cheese,” he says. “But everyone 
loved i t ”
Some downtown haunts—the ever-endur­
ing Mo Club and Oxford—continued to hold 
sway. Newer establishments also drew 
crowds: the Depot, Zimorino’s and the 
Mexican Acapulco. W hen the food service 
shut down or on late-night breakfast runs, 
students headed to the Apple Tree (now 
Finnegan’s) perched above Rattlesnake 
Creek.
Like many UM students today, junior 
Courtney Nolte chooses hangouts for a com­
plex web of reasons. Some are timeless stu­
dent concerns: price, quality, fun. Others 
reflect the general sensual refinement and 
proliferation of choice in America today. 
W hen asked for her favorite coffeehouse, 
Nolte picks not one but three. Coffee in 
Missoula now is dark and rich and tastes 
good, compared to the gray-brown water that 
passed for java even six years ago. But who 
used to go places for how the coffee tasted?
Nolte likes 
to be outdoors and 
or that reason, she fre- 
Tffients the “O ut to Lunch” 
Concert series and the Iron 
orse Pub beer garden. Like many 
'o f her contemporaries, Nolte, a vege­
tarian , stirs lifestyle and politics in with 
her victuals; she dines al fresco at El Topo 
and Kadena’s because both restaurants offer 
fresh, imaginative nonmeat meals. And, 
unlike Patterson’s 
generation that “did­
n’t  think about those 
things,” Nolte says 
Kadena’s has “a great 
view.”
In more ways 
than one, views have 
expanded for UM 
students today. Or, 
older alumni might 
say, the views have 
just changed. After 
all, how can you com­
pare landscapes and 
interiors, soda foun­
tains and expresso
bars, dance wax and hackeysacks? The bot­
tom line is, UM students are continuing the 
grand tradition of hanging out, having fun 
and a great planet burger in the process. M
Beth Judy, M.F.A. '95, lives on peanut but­
ter M & M  cookies a t Second Thought, misses 
hitchhiking and thanks all who contributed 
to this article.
Junior Courtney Nolte names Second Thought (above), Hunter Bay and 
Bojangles as her favorite coffeehouses.
God’s country surrounds The 
University of Montana, and students have 
worshipped in countless outdoor hangouts. 
Highlights include:
T H E  RATTLESNAKE. Leonard 
Brewer ’28 would walk up the Rattlesnake 
in the morning, shoot a deer and bring it 
back for his frat housemother to  serve. In 
the ’40s, M.J. Beaman’s crowd frequented 
Montana Power Park. Junior Courtney 
Nolte likes hiking up Woods Gulch.
TH E BLACKFOOT. Earl Sherron ’62 
swam in the wide bend of the Blackfoot 
River above Bonner. John Patterson ’50 
preferred Rainbow Bend. Students in the 
’40s skied at Diamond Mountain near
Potomac and warmed up at the Blackfoot 
Tavern. Today, Nolte navigates the river in 
a canoe.
T H E  B ITTER R O O T VALLEY. 
Sundays, M.J. ’48 and Bill Beaman ’43 
recall heading to Corvallis’s Brooks Hotel: 
“For about $2.50 each, the two Brooks sis­
ters served vegetables from their garden, 
fried chicken that melted in your mouth, 
biscuits, mashed potatoes with gravy, and 
pie—lemon or chocolate meringue— or 
apple with ice cream.” Bill Vaughn 7 2  trav­
eled to the Bitterroot’s Bass Creek to “visit 
the hippies and their tepee-shaped tower in 
the commune.”
KEGGERS. Vaughn went to Deep 
Creek keggers, but says Pattee Canyon was
the “outdoor party place” in the late ’60s 
“because of its inlets and turnarounds.” 
One ’36 alum says his frat held a”beer 
buster” every spring up Frenchtown’s Mill 
Creek. Lisette Lee Foreman ’82 and friends 
congregated at Lolo’s Fort Fizzle.
H O T SPRIN GS, IN NER TUBES 
A ND  FREIG H T TR A IN S. Richard 
Fevold ’56 frequented Nimrod Hot Springs 
near Bearmouth; later, Sleeping Child and 
Jerry Johnson drew crowds. Blue 
Mountain’s sledding hill in winter and 
local rivers in summer have long been pop­
ular with students on inner tubes. In the 
’60s and 70s, Vaughn’s contemporaries 
“hitched all the time. That’s how we got 
around. And we liked hopping freights to 
Paradise and back.”
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D
rum  maker Paula 
Allegrini works in a 
studio with a southern 
wall that is mostly 
glass. W hile other 
artists might look for inspiration to the 
sweeping panorama of the Bitterroot range, 
with its snow-capped peaks and forested 
mountains, Allegrini looks for fires. A for­
mer firefighter with a forestry degree from 
The University of Montana, Allegrini misses 
the life most when she 
smells smoke. “It's 
like an addic­
tion,” she says. 
“You’re totally 
w ith nature 
when you’re real­




s o f t - s p o k e n  
woman with a 
wild mane of 
hair, brings 
together earth, 
air, fire and 
water to craft 
drums that are 
works of art, as 
well as fine 
musical instru­
ments. Her stu­




hand-painted, and giant ceremonial drums 
crowd the floor. On a counter, other drums 
wait to  be detailed with sacred iconography.
No matter the drum, AUegrini’s signature 
is sound quality. Her drums are coveted for
their intense resonance. Clientele from 
around the world come to  her “sound of 
ear”—calling her business, Moon Dance, once 
they’ve heard her drums. “Somebody called 
on New Year’s Day, and they had heard one 
of the drums in Central Park at a drum gath­
ering,” Allegrini says. “They got my phone 
number off the back of the drum .” 
Customers include the New York 
Philharmonic, the Philadelphia Orchestra 
and the rock group 10,000 Maniacs.
Allegrini has an encyclopedic knowledge 
of drums, from their cultural use to  their 
physical properties. Drums are indigenous to 
all cultures, and although she feels we’ve 
been “deprived of our basic rhythms” in the 
United States, she takes hope from the emer­
gence of a drumming subculture. Drums are 
being used to make music, but they are 
increasingly used in alternative therapies,
“What I’m looking for in 
a drum like this is over­
tones—the sound that you 
get after the beat.”
such as men’s drum groups led by Robert Bly. 
A drum affects the people around it, she says. 
“In the physics of percussion, your body will 
vibrate to  what’s put out around you,” she 
says. “If you take a musical instrum ent and 
play it next to a glass of water, the water will 
actually vibrate in rhythm.”
For Allegrini, the drum-making process is 
a mystical fusion of energy—the life of a tree, 
the life of a wild animal and the life of the 
drum maker come together in the finished 
instrument, a process that culminates when 
the drummer chooses and plays his instru­
ment. “W hen people buy them, or when peo­
ple come and listen to them, there’s a partic­
ular sound these people resonate to. They 
might play three or four of them, and one
In a studio in the B itterroot Valley, Paula Allegrini
will stand out and that’s their drum, 
Allegrini says. To date, she has made more 
than 600 drums, with 500 custom ordered. 
Only one hasn’t been a perfect f i t
For the drum maker, witnessing the con­
nection between the drummer and drum is 
magical. “There’s almost an otherworldly 
realm in  the making of these things,”
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fc* the right resonance for her drums.
Allegrini says. “It almost seems like I’m the 
hands playing with the craft of it, and there’s 
some other stuff beyond that makes these 
things all work.”
Allegrini picks up a frame drum. The 
hide has been stained in a process she devel­
oped using wood tannin. The surface looks 
batiked, or like the intricate shapes on the
underside of pine bark. She is reflective as 
she gently taps out a rhythm. “W hat I’m 
looking for in a drum like this is overtones— 
the sound that you get after the beat, the res- 
onations. There are different layers of 
sounds: if you drum a constant beat 
you will begin to hear different tonal 
qualities. Those are the overtones ; 
that your ear will pick up and some-| 
times follow.”
Traditional healers and shamans 
depend on such a drum’s overtones 
to carry them to an altered state of 
consciousness, Allegrini says. “The 
drum is referred to as a shaman’s horse, the 
shaman’s tool that takes him from this reali­
ty to the other realities he uses for retrieving 
information and for healing powers.”
To enhance the overtones in her drums, 
Allegrini pays meticulous attention to the 
process of making them. She never shaves a 
hide for uniformity of thickness, but values 
the nuances an individual animal’s skin con­
tributes to the drum’s final sound. The two 
most acoustic hides she’s found are deer and 
elk. Deer hide has a sweet tone, she says, but 
can only be used for smaller drums. Elk hide, 
which is thicker, produces a more muffled 
sound. For her huge ceremonial drums, she 
uses cowhide and occasionally horse, which 
she likens to deer for its overtones.
Allegrini searches out the most acoustic 
wood, hand-selecting each piece by tapping it 
for length of resonation and tonal qualities. 
Her favorites are cherry and aromatic cedar. 
“Some of the wood you’ll tap and it’s just 
very dead, just a finger rapping on wood. 
O ther pieces, I’ll tap it and hear ringing 
through the wood.”
Drum frames are fashioned from a single 
piece of wood bent into a circle and thinned 
near the edge—the less hide that touches the 
wood, the more acoustic the drum. The 
wood is then finished by hand-sanding. 
“W hen you use heavy power tools on wood,
it actually vibrates 
and splits apart the tiny fibers that wood is 
made up of and that affects the acoustics,” 
she says. “You don’t want to interrupt that 
because you want to have the vibrations free 
to move through the wood.”
Allegrini knows she’s out on a limb when 
she says her drums tune themselves to each 
other when played in a group, but she sticks 
by her observation. “They may not start out 
in tune, but by the time you start to play and 
by the time the vibrations spread about the 
room and amongst these drums, they sympa­
thetically tune with each other. I can’t 
explain why that happens, but it does.”
She picks up the drum idle in her lap and 
taps it with her index finger, slowly at first, 
testing the sound along the rim. Head 
cocked, she listens intently as her hand 
moves toward the center of the hide. Perhaps 
this skin was once the soft underbelly of a 
deer or skin from its sleek shoulder.
Allegrini pauses, then opens her palm to 
play with the flat of her palm. The measured 
tones are rich and deep. They seem to climb 
up a ladder, each new beat adding a rung to 
the structure suspended in air. Tone over 
tone. M
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by Susanna Sonnenberg
Her images have a 
startling truth to them....
There’s a gruff and ready 
feel to this fiction, tough- 
guy sentimentalism mixed 
with true wit.
The R eturn of Pleasure
by Martha Elizabeth, M.F.A. ’92. Elizabeth works as a writer and artist in Missoula. 
Lewiston, Idaho: Confluence Press, 1996. 50 pp. $20 hardback, $10 paper.
The poems in M artha Elizabeth's collec­tion The Return o f Pleasure are like breath. The poet exhales specific, fine­
ly-felt poems and inhales sweeter, lighter, 
more ethereal moments. The book's cadence 
calms the reader, like being rocked in the 
arms Elizabeth describes again and again.
Elizabeth begins with a vivid story of girl­
hood spent among women. Her images have 
a startling tru th  to them, both in  their beau­
ty and in their resonance, including descrip­
tions of an egg fried “to a rubber ra f t ,/  the 
way that I liked it, even a f te r /I  didn’t*; and 
“Wash hung out on the back line, towels 
worn thin, to cloth, then gauze,/ towels that 
held light as well as water.”
In the section “Stirred and Exhausted,” 
the poems take on a quality like air, becom­
ing less specific and more focused on shad­
owy sensation, naming the things we do not 
usually name: “We spoke into the wind,
which tore the w ords/into scraps of sound.”
Elizabeth's stronger poems, such as “Safe 
Love,” tempt us to  expect something regular. 
The first line reads “Never has anyone loved 
my skin.” Then the next lines surprises us: 
“Like the cat who wanted to wash m e/inch 
by scoured inch.” She swerves into an unex­
pected meaning, and the reader feels 
renewed, exhilarated.
Elizabeth, who won the Montana Arts 
Council’s First Book Award with The 
R eturn to  Pleasure, is interested in 
articulating the far reaches of our 
experience, and she captures elusive 
moments with grace and solemnity, always 
letting a small animal creep in—a cat or frog 
or bird—to bind us to  the real earth.
“Hold on,” she instructs us in the last 
words of the book. And in these elegant and 
sober poems—several of them quite extraor­
dinary—she has given us something to grasp.
Wild Animals
by Robert Sims Reid, M.F.A. '77. Reid is a detective w ith the Missoula Police Department. 
N ew  York: Caroll &  Graf, 1996. 230 pp. $22.00
Every line, every page, every moment of Robert Sims Reid’s sixth novel is rich with lush description. But the writing 
won’t  be the only reason local readers are 
drawn to this book. Because the book is set 
in the fictional town of Rozette, Montana, 
where the restaurants, bars, canyons and 
inhabitants are similar to  Missoula’s, local 
readers will have fun guessing which cafe 
serves the best hamburger in town or which 
county office leaks sewage from its ceiling.
Drawing from a vast cast of characters 
including politicians and ex-cons, bartenders 
and girlfriends, Reid takes obvious pleasure 
in describing a small Montana city and its 
inhabitants. He shows affection for their 
foibles, love for their pettiness. And against 
this backdrop, he tells a good yarn.
The former U.S. president is coming to 
Rozette to campaign for a senator, and 
Detective Ray Bartell is helping the Secret 
Service keep an eye out for possible crazies. 
They include Henry Skelton, a one-time left- 
wing radical who did time for assaulting a
federal agent and blowing up a helicopter.
Rozette being Rozette, Bartell’s wife and 
Skelton’s girlfriend are acquaintances, and 
this leads to complications that any resident 
of a small western town would appreciate.
There’s a gruff and ready feel to this fic­
tion, tough-guy sentimentalism mixed with 
true w it “Seemed like people studied cops 
about like they studied disease,” the writer 
muses with Bartell. “In the abstract, people 
seemed to  want their cops to  entertain them 
with vengeance and bloodshed, all manner of 
chemical, ballistic, automotive, romantic and 
always violent mayhem and self-destruction. 
Sometimes, he thought, people deserved the 
kinds of cops they so deeply fantasized about 
Bartell was a rules guy himself. You don’t 
break the rules. You learn how to  milk them 
for every drop of advantage.”
The chapters alternate between Bartefl’s 
police point of view and Skelton’s radical 
vantage point, providing a heady balance 
that grows ever more precarious as the novel 
builds to its wild, Montana climax.
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Barnes writes with clear­
eyed feeling, beautifully 
portraying a sense of 
excitement at her home 
in the church.
Ill the W ilderness! Coming of Age in Unknown Country
by Kim Barnes, M.F.A. '95. Barnes lives with her family above the Clearwater R iver in Idaho.
Doubleday: New York, 1996. 258 pp. $22.50.
The unknown country of Kim Barnes’s title does not refer to the labyrinthine forests that surrounded her logging 
family in Idaho, nor the many streams and 
rivers that nourished her growing up. Her 
memoir takes the reader into an even more 
mysterious place—and one far more difficult 
to capture—as she recounts her childhood in 
a fundamentalist Pentecostal church. “I have 
felt the purging and radiating calm of being 
born again,” she confides. “I have spoken in 
tongues, have healed and been healed. I have 
seen demons cast out and watched a man 
live forty days without food.”
Barnes writes with clear-eyed feeling, 
beautifully portraying a sense of excitement 
at her home in the church. As a child, she 
takes the church’s embrace as her due and 
responds by being a righteous and obedient 
member. It is testament to Barnes’s discipline 
as a writer that she renders this experience 
with such lucidity.
As Barnes grows up, she rebels-sneaking 
smokes with her friends, lying about 
sleep-overs, escaping to dangerous parties in 
confused hopes of furtive sex. She does not 
understand why she wants these things and 
recounts with pain the way her actions begin 
to tear her family apart.
As punishment, her family send her to 
live with the preacher who converted them. 
There, Kim, the fallen and impure, is born
again and radiant with it, sharing her joy 
with the preacher’s wife and children. The 
son, Luke, likes to slide his hand up her bare 
thigh while they study together. She trea­
sures these moments, seeing them as prepa­
ration for a sacred marriage, only to suffer an 
intense and confusing betrayal that casts her, 
at fourteen, as the villainous temptress.
While In the Wilderness may be read as a 
coming-of-age story, as well as a guide to the 
nearly-extinct world of logging camps, the 
book also strikes deeper, penetrating an 
aching question of self as Barnes grapples 
with slippery memories and her definition 
within the church. “W ho was that 
twelve-year-old girl in long dresses, peering 
from behind her heavy-framed glasses, her 
smile true and uncompromised?” she won­
ders. “And the girl on the sofa, still wearing 
her Levi’s, her sheer blouse, her makeup 
stolen from the local drugstore—who was 
she, is she? I cannot connect the two except 
through the telling of it, and even the story 
seems foreign, false somehow, memory that is 
both mine and not mine, as though the girls 
are simply characters I have invented.”
Few people are able to write calmly about 
the fevered, insular religious community, but 
Barnes tempers the force of invention with 
the responsibility of the telling. She leads us 
into her wilderness and honors its sacred 
realm as well. M
I recall my father’s absence in that place 
more than his presence, the sound of log­
ging—his saw, the clanking choker—more 
than the tenor of his voice. So much had 
changed since the first years of my life 
spent living in the woods, years when we 
moved from one logging site to another, my 
father and uncles hitching our wooden 
trailers to the backs of self-loaders and sur­
plus jeeps, filling the cars with cardboard 
boxes, stashing our treasure like gypsies. 
Those were the years when my parents 
seemed happy to live hand-to-mouth as 
long as the hand that held the food, as long 
as the mouth that received it, was that of
the other. I think of their traditional wed­
ding pose—my father eighteen, my mother 
sixteen-each holding to the other’s lips the 
sweetly frosted cake.
The year we spent living in the hollow, 
the year I turned twelve, was the last year 
we would live in the woods, the last year I 
would sleep beneath the soft brush of pine 
against the tin roof, the last year I would 
remember our family as somehow whole. 
From that house we would take nothing 
that did not fit into the trunk of our car 
and make our final trip down the river 
road to town.
My life would change in ways I could no
more dream than a far-off soldier might 
imagine an enemy hiding in a shelter 
beneath the mounded forest floor, or a 
young girl, fishing the shallow stream, 
might for a moment believe that a heart 
other than her own beat in the meadow’s 
thick grass. Who is that girl, the rod still 
quivering in her hands, rapturously bal­
anced between two worlds? I sometimes 
think that if I could go back, follow the dri­
veway down, past the woodshed and out 
into the meadow, I might find her-I might 
find that I have lost. Like my brother wan­
dering in the wilderness, I might find 
home.
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by Michelle Willits
Until July 27, the Centennial Olympic Games were character­ized more by their e n t e r t a i n m e n t —a r t  
exhibits, House of Blues tickets, barbecues 
and beer binges—than by the “Higher, Faster, 
Stronger” motto.
The pipe-bomb explosion in the early 
morning hours in Centennial Olympic Park 
changed the mood. An Atlanta woman was 
killed and more than 100 people were 
injured by the crude, nail-filled bomb placed 
near the sound tower and the Swatch 
Pavilion. Comparisons to the 1972 murders 
of the eleven Israeli athletes in Munich came 
to mind. “We’re No. 1” was replaced by “We 
Shall Overcome.”
A few nights earlier, I was in  the 
Centennial Olympic Park, one of the more 
than eighty journalists who were sent by Cox 
Enterprise newspapers to help photograph, 
write, edit and design the 48- to 60-page 
daily Olympic Games section of the Atlanta 
Journal-Constitution.
The park was where I sensed the true 
spirit of the Olympics. People from South 
America, N orth America, Africa, 
Japan, China and Europe crowd­
ed the brick-lined walkways.
Admission was free, and 
musical acts performed 
on one of four stages.
Yes, it was also the 
site of crass 
commercial-
the Coca-Cola tent.
But what drew me to the park were the 
walkway’s bricks—which hundreds of people 
had engraved with family names, children’s 
birthdates, even a marriage proposal—and 
the Fountain of the Rings. The fountain was 
the coolest place to be in the heat of an 
Atlanta afternoon. Kids and parents frol­
icked through the water as it pulsed around 
the intersecting Olympic rings. At night, the 
water came to life, shooting into the air and 
turning red, blue, green and gold to the beat 
of the blaring music.
The bombing, however, turned the park 
into a memorial. “How dare you do this to 
us,” we wanted to ask the bomber, “How dare 
you do this to the United States...to the 
Olympics?” It became a matter of pride to 
visit the park, just to prove that whoever did 
this couldn’t  destroy the Games.
Transportation woes were another sign 
that all was not right in Fulton County. In 
spite of the awe-inspiring athletic competi­
tion, with Olympic and world records falling 
left and right and the Atlanta Committee for 
the Olympic Games’ determination to make 
this the biggest and best- attended Games 
ever, the event was 
poorly planned and 
executed.
This was what mass transit was like: First, 
you had to  wait for a bus. After you rode the 
bus, you had to wait for a train. If there was 
room for one more person, you might 
squeeze in. O r you might not. On the way 
home after work, it was worse. You’d wait as 
one, two, three trains went by. Finally, I’d get 
onto a train—a car with no air conditioning 
and smelly humans.
Fans missed events for which they had 
tickets because the shuttles showed up hours 
late. Athletes barely made it to competitions 
because drivers didn’t know the area and got 
lost. One of my colleagues was on the 
now-infamous bus when the driver, unable to 
move forward on a crowded interstate, 
turned the bus around and gave up.
As the Games ended, the running joke 
among the media was ”How many ACOG 
officials does it take to change a light bulb?” 
Answer: “W hat makes you think there’s 
something wrong with the light bulb?”
W hat made the Olympics work, through 
triumph and tragedy, were the people. The 
volunteers in panama hats, khaki skorts and 
shirts decorated with colored rings took time 
off from jobs to be ushers, medical assistants, 
security officers and support staff. 
Thousands turned out for the memorial ser­
vice and placed flowers at the base of the 
sound tower and prayed for the bombing vic­
tims. Fans bought tickets in record num­
bers, even to the events in outly­
ing areas, and cheered 
on competitors in 
fevents they knew noth- 
ing about They embod­
ie d  the true spirit of the 
Games. M
i s m —
G e n e r a l  
Motors’ big blue 
dome featured a 
screen video, chrome 
Chevy trucks adorned 
the Southern Music 
Crossroads stage and 
people traded pins at
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M ichelle Willits, a 1988 graduate, is  th e  fea­
tu res ed ito r a t T h e  Daily Sentinel in  Grand 
Junction , C o b . S he spen t 2 6  days in  A tlanta, 
m w orking  on  th e  sports copy desk  fo r  the
A tlanta Journal-C onstitution.
Summer Games
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Class notes are compiled and edited by Faddy 
O’Connell MacDonald, M.A. ’81. If you would like to 
submit information, please write to  her c / o  Alumni 
Association, Brandy Hall, T he University of Montana, 
Missoula, M T 59812-1313. O r e-mail your news to: 
alum note@ selw ay.um t.edu
Send us your e-mail address if you’d  like it listed 
in our next directory.
§  ’20s
D o rris  H a rb e rt x’21, a  retired elementary school 
teacher who lives in Poison, celebrated her 99th birth­
day on March 12.
Ethel Brockway Grieve ‘22 lives in Spokane
’30s
Kenneth W. H ufford ’34 in LaFayette, Calif., plays 
with a musical group, “Oldies but Goodies,” at conva­
lescent hospitals, retirement homes and senior centers. 
He recendy received an award from the National 
Library o f Poetry for his poem, “I’m  Thankful,” which 
will be published in the Best Poems o f  th e  '90s.
Ruth  Ambrose S tennett ’34 of Olympia, Wash., 
recently published H idden Beauty: T he A r t o f  
Gemstone Photography.
Edtth Peterson Gronhovd ’36 o f Billings received 
an honorary doctorate from Rocky M ountain College.
’40s
M artha uM ik e "  D eM ers ’40, M.Ed. ’63, of 
Missoula was recendy inducted into the Museum of 
Mountain Flying’s Aviation Hall o f Fame
Jack Burnett, J.D. ’49, a tax attorney in Billings, 
was featured in a Billings Tennis Association newslet­
ter.
i t *  > _"p ’50s
The work of George Cocas ’51, a  Missoula artist, 
was featured at the Paris Gibson Square Museum of 
A rt in Great Falls.
Dr. Willia m  A . Reynolds ’52, a Missoula internist, 
is president-elect o f the  Am erican College of 
Physicians.
Willia m  J. Speare '52, J.D. *94, practices law with 
the Billings firm  o f Herndon, Sweeney and Halverson.
Donald C  Oruch  ’53, Fd.D. ’63, o f Pullman, 
W ash, recently published his 13th book. Designing 
Successful G rant Proposals. Don, who taught at
Washington State University for 29 years, recently con­
ducted a week-long seminar on grant writing at the 
University o f Jordan at Aman.
T he  Washoe School District in Reno, Nev, named 
a new elementary school after Ted H unsberger ’54, to 
honor him for making a  difference in  the lives of teach­
ers and students in  his 34 years o f service.
Da vid  Leuthold ’54, professor emeritus of political 
science at the University of Missouri-Columbia, won 
the University of Missouri 1996 Thom as Jefferson 
Award.
Carol N icholson Culver ’55 and her husband, Bob, 
live in La Jolla, Calif., and ow n Culver’s Travel 
Photojoumalists, specializing in photographing recre­
ational activities and travel destinations.
Will ia m  S . M cVicars ’56 retired in February as 
president o f First Federal Bank of Idaho. After 34 
years o f service. He and his wife, Bertha, live in 
Lewiston and Coeur d ’Alene, Idaho. They have four 
children.
George Weatherston ’56 retired May 31 after 31 
years w ith the Job Service o f N orth Dakota, where he 
was an interviewer, manager and college placement 
coordinator. He and his wife, Barbara, live in Fargo. 
They have a daughter, Samantha.
John P . Heggers ’58, professor o f plastic surgery, 
microbiology and immunology and director o f clinical 
microbiology at the University o f Texas Medical 
Branch in Galveston, received the Curtis P. Artz 
Distinguished Service Award in March.
in Overseas Cooperative Assistance.
M a r i A madeo ’59, M.F.A. ’67, Frances Mari 
Carden, made her debut at a  piano recital at Carnegie 
Hall’s Weill Recital Hall in May.
Ro n  H in m a n  ’59 retired after owning the Choteau 
Drug for 30 years. He and his wife, Ch r is  Henderson 
H in m a n  x’58, plan to m aintain their home in Choteau 
and travel
#  ’60s
Ga il  Guntermann ’60 recently received the 1995 
Anthony Papalia Award for Excellence in Teacher 
Education from  the  Am erican Council on  the 
Teaching o f Foreign Languages. A n associate professor 
of Spanish at Arizona State University, Gail also 
directs a  Modern Language Association grant to 
review and redesign teacher education programs for 
university departm ents of languages and literatures.
To m  M onger ’60 teaches political philosophy at the 
University of N orth Florida in Jacksonville, Fla. He 
published The Death o f  Com m unism  and the Rebirth 
o f Original M arxism. He was elected vice president of 
the United Faculty of Florida and completed his first 
year as chief negotiator for the state university system’s 
bargaining council.
Ronald B . Chase, M.A. ’61, PhD . ’68, a professor 
o f geology at W estern Michigan U niversity in 
Kalamazoo, was awarded a grant by the Terrestrial 
Sciences Program of the U.S. Army research office.
D o n  S tevenson ’58, a USDA forester from 
Missoula, participated in an  information exchange 
w ith forestry officials from Kazakhstan sponsored by 
the Cochran Fellowship Program and the Volunteers
M arth a uPeggy” Speelmon x ’61 is a registered 
medical records administrator and a certified medical 
staff coordinator at the Veterans Affairs Medical 
Center in Long Beach Calif.
Get a TEAMLINE Season Ticket and be a t every Montana 
Grizzlies game - even if you live 2,000 miles away!
No matter how far away you live from your favorite team, you can always hear the play-by-play over the 
telephone by calling TEAMLINE. Now with the TEAMLINE Telephone Season Ticket you can hear the 
games you want cheaper and with faster access.
The TEAMLINE Telephone Season Ticket is a pre-paid telephone calling card designed to ease access 
to your favorite teams games by eliminating the need to use a Visa or MasterCard each time you call. Plus, 
for the first time fans can enjoy great savings by buying in bulk. Instead of starting at the regular rate of 50c ’ 
per minute fans can pay as little as 25c per minute, including long distance charges for every minute they 
listen. Plus, the athletic depart-ment gets a percentage of each season ticket order to help support the team 
financially. To order you TEAMLINE Telephone Season Ticket just call 800-225-5321 Today!
Even without a season ticket, you can hear any game by calling TEAM-LINE. Just call 800-846-4700 at 
game time and enter your team’s four digit access code - 6018. You can listen as long as you like and pay 
between 50c and 30c per minute on your credit card depending on how long you listen.
No matter how you choose to use TEAMLINE you can call from 
any telephone in the U.S. or Canada including home, office, car, hotel 
even a pay phone. Using a speakerphone the games sound like FM 
radio. TEAMLINE provides the live games of over 350 colleges and 
professional sports teams. So no matter where you are - even from 
2,000 miles away • you can follow your favorite team on TEAMLINE.
Montana Grizzlies 
Call: 800-846-4700 Ext. 6018
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Ralph  U ntz ’62, M.B.A. ’67, a retired bank presi­
dent in Orchard Homes, Wash., carried the Olympic 
torch during ceremonies in Bremerton.
Redce Ma rtin  ’62 is with the NATO/SHAPE 
Support Group’s Civilian Personnel Service Center in 
Chievres, Belgium. His work involves travel in Belgium, 
Luxembourg, Holland and France.
Lorna M ikelson Nelson ’63 of Bozeman is a mem­
ber of the Gallatin Woodwind Quintet and will be the 
featured soloist at a  Bozeman concert in September.
Phil Card '64, M.A. ’66, is vice president of opera­
tions for TomaHawk II, lives with his wife, Janet, in San 
Diego.
Ruth Ostenson ’65, M.A. ’67, a psychology profes­
sor at Worchester State College in Worchester, Mass. 
Her essay, “W ho’s In and W ho’s Out: The Results of 
Oppression,” which was in Lectures on the Psychology 
o f W omen.
D ic k  H olmquist ’67, M.S. ’69, won the American 
Chemical Society’s 1996 Northwest Regional Award in 
High School Chemistry Teaching. T he award, present­
ed at the society’s annual meeting in Corvallis, Ore., 
was given to Dick for his outstanding achievements as
a teacher and for his exceptional contributions to  sci­
ence education. Dick, who teaches at Sentinel High 
School in Missoula, is married to Betsy Brown 
Holmquist ’67, M.A. ’83. They have a son, Torrey.
Darrell Hagen ’68 is pursuing his doctorate in 
higher education while serving as academic dean of the 
Helena College of Technology of The University of 
Montana. Darrell and his wife, JUNE x’68, have two 
grown daughters, Sara Hull ’94 and Jenny.
Channing Hartelius ’68, a  Great Falls attorney, is 
president of the Cascade County Bar Association.
George Peck ’68 of Aurora, Colo., directs commu­
nity affairs for Columbia Presbyterian/St. Lukes 
Medical Center in Denver and does voice-overs for 
Premier Talent Services.
Robert Wood, Ed.D. ’68, a professor at the 
University of South Dakota at Vermillion, was a 1996 
recipient of the Belbas-Larson Award for Excellence in 
Teaching.
J. M ichael Young ’69, J.D. ’73, is a principal in the 
Great Falls law firm of Ugrin, Alexander, Zadick and 
Higgins.
Stephen E. Medvec ’72
% ’70s
Charles R . Cashmore ’70, J.D. 7 3 , lives in Billings 
and practices law.
Patricia Eluo tt Schoonover 7 0  of Clintonville, 
W ise, earned a doctorate in creativity and creative 
problem solving through Walden University, a virtual 
campus based in Minneapolis, Minn. Patricia and her 
husband, Reid, have two children.
Keith  Beartusk 71  directs the Billings area office 
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
Brad Hertz 71  writes: “After an exciting career in 
the Middle East in education and training, I have been 
living in Salt Lake City for the last 10 years working as 
principal of an adult education high school completion 
program. I have a beautiful wife and five children: 
Stephen, Ben, Julia, Michael and Susannah.”
Roy Robinson 71  of Missoula was named to the 
National High School Hall of Fame.
S tephen E. M edvec 7 2 , M.A. 77 , defended his dis-
A Slice of Raw 
and a Side of White
by Paddy MacDonald
I f you’ve spent any time at all inMissoula, you know the bar: Pennants hang from the ceilings. Peanut shells 
blanket the floor. Beneath a giant pair of 
red plastic boxing gloves, team photographs 
crowd the walls. People are planted on 
stools, drinking drafts and chomping burg­
ers with “a slice of raw and a side of white.” 
There is only one “Mo” Club.
Founded in 1896, the Missoula Club was 
a sports bar before there were sports bars. 
And Joe Dugal x’42, one of the bar’s recent
owners, may be Montana’s biggest sports fan. 
He purchased the Missoula Club in 1970, 
after thirty years of bartending at the 
Oxford. The Mo Club is now owned by Joe’s 
son, John, and a partner, Nels Solander.
Over the years Joe has amassed a huge 
array of memorabilia: jerseys and sweaters, 
photographs, newspaper clippings and ticket 
stubs—”a whole slug of ’em,” he says, from the 
likes of the Milwaukee Brewers and the New 
York Yankees. He has an autographed base­
ball bat from Bobby Thompson of the New 
York Giants and a football signed by the 
Atlanta Falcons. His football signed by 
Heisman Trophy winners—including Bum 
Phillips, Joe Montana, Ray Nitske and Tim 
Brown-rests in the Football College Hall of 
Fame, “right next to Red Grange’s jersey.”
An ardent Grizzly fan, Joe was the driving 
force behind the UM versus Army contest at 
Japan’s Mirage Bowl in the early ’80s. “I told 
{Grizzly Coach] Gene Carlson that with the 
University’s connection to Ambassador Mike 
Mansfield, we ought to try to get in that 
game,” he says, adding that Athletic Director
Harley Lewis “finally got the job done.”
Joe, a widowed father of five who looks 
younger than his seventy-eight years with his 
large eyes and backswept hair, says his fond­
est memories of owning the Mo Club are “all 
the wonderful people I’ve m et” Son John 
remembers a group of regulars who noticed 
that Joe was having trouble adding up the 
bills, so they bought him a calculator. They 
told him it was a remote control and had a  
grand time watching Joe in front of the TV, 
stabbing the calculator buttons. On Sundays, 
when bars couldn’t  open until noon, after 
church, John said a group of regulars called 
the “Sunday Morning Breakfast Club” 
brought food into the bar and sat there 
eating, visiting and “harassing Joe.”
The Mo Club has been an institution 
among students and townspeople and even, 
it appears, shadier sorts. One morning, as Joe 
went to open up, he found the door 
unlocked and the cash register and the safe 
open. Nothing was taken. There was only an 
empty glass on the bar and a note that said, 
simply, “Thanks.”
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scrtation, “Obstacles to  Economic Integration in Post 
Communist Central Europe: A  Case Study of the 
Czech and Slovak Republics and Poland,” at Temple 
University in Philadelphia. He will receive his doctor­
ate in September.
Jack Tanner 7 2  is design editor of the Champaign- 
Urbana News Gazette, where he’s worked for nine 
years, winning layout, design and special section 
awards. He and his wife, Ellen, live in Champaign.
M ic k  Dennehy 7 3  lives in Missoula and is head 
football coach at T he  University o f Montana.
Rebecca J. Manring 7 3  earned her doctorate in 
Asian languages and literature from the University of 
Washington in June. She teaches Hindi and Sanskirt 
in the religious and India studies departm ents at 
Indiana University in Bloomington
Tim  Ragen 7 3  earned a  master’s degree from 
Stanford University and his doctorate in biological 
oceanography from Scripps College in La Jolla, Calif. 
He now works for National Marine Fisheries in 
Honolulu. Recently, Tim’s brother, Brian, of Spokane, 
sent us a news story featuring Tim removing a fish­
hook from a  Hawaiian monk seal.
Ravindra S . Thapa 7 3 , of Karnataka, India, writes: 
“Since my return to India in 1974, I have used the 
experience and education gained to  adapt to Indian 
conditions. I joined the tea industry, working with 
organizations as a tea taster, auctioneer, seller, blander 
and—most recently-general manager, marketing tea, 
coffee and mineral water in the Indian m arket I’ve 
now started up my own company, which will provide 
teas in bulk and in packets and tea bags to  markets 
within the country and also to  interested parties any­
where in the world.
“I would very much like to be a part o f the alum­
ni constituency as best I can from this faraway place, 
and would be delighted to  be of any help to  anyone 
coming to  India, Nepal or Sikkim.”
Janelle Fallan  7 4  is executive director of 
MOMENTUM, a  Spokane economic development 
association. She and her husband, Ken  D urham 70, 
executive director of the Inland Northwest Associated 
General Contractors, enjoy attending alumni functions 
and Grizzly games in  Eastern Washington. “I proudly 
wear copper, silver and gold. You won’t  see me in 
maroon at a UM function,” Janelle writes. “Maroon 
and gray are W SU colors and I’m too proud of being 
a Griz here in Cougar country to  want to blend in!”
Er n ie  Jean,  MLEd. 7 4 , Ed.D. ’88, former Florence- 
Carlton School superintendent, teaches in UM’s edu­
cation department.
Willia m  Marcus 7 4  of Missoula directs UM’s 
Broadcast Media Center.
John U ngner,  M A. 7 5 , of River Forest, III, was 
reelected secretary of the Chicago’s Union League 
Club. An attorney in the law firm  of Kakacek and 
Lingner, John and his wife, Margaret McLaughlin, have 
four sons.
Kath ie  JENNI 7 6  lives in Orange, Calif., and is an 
■ssociate professor of philosophy at the University of 
Redlands. She was awarded a $3,000 Graves 
Foundation Teaching Prize for her classroom presen­
tations on practical ethics and personal morality.
JACK Kendley 7 6  is a forest silviculturist for the 
Helena National Forest and, he writes, “a  whitewater 
rafting n u t”
Gregory G . M urphy 7 6 , a  principal in the Billings 
law firm  of Bellingham, Longo and Mather, chairs the 
M ontana Board of Examiners.
L  Thomas W infree J r., P h i). 7 6 , of Las Cruces, 
N.M., published his third book, Understanding Crime: 
Theory and Practice. H e is on sabbatical leave from his 
position as departm ent chair and criminal justice pro­
fessor at New Mexico State University. Tom and his 
wife, Eileen, are in Christchurch, New Zealand, where 
he is studying New Zealand police and prison practices. 
They have a  son, Matthew.
R o bert W rigley, M.F.A. 7 6 , of Omega Bend, 
Idaho, won the 1995 Poetry Center Book Award for 
his book, In  the Bank o f B eautiful Sins.
JOHN Buxton ' l l  of Laramie, Wyo., was inducted as 
a charter member in  the Owatonna, Minn., High 
School Athletic Hall of Fame.
Da v id  Pfrim m er  ’l l  lives outside Fairbanks, 
Alaska, and is principal of N orth Pole Elementary 
School. H e and his wife have three children.
Daniel S ullivan ' l l  is executive manager o f infor­
mation systems for the M ontana Power Co. in Butte.
Navy Cmdr. Willia m  G . S weeney ' l l ,  J.D. ’80, 
received his second Meritorious Service Medal while 
serving at the Naval Justice School in  Newport, R.I.
Ju u e  S wanson ' l l  is a partner in the law firm  of 
Altheimer and Gray in Chicago.
D iana  Lo u ise  Bjorgen 7 8 , M A  '93, Ph.D. ’95, 
works at W estern M ontana Community M ental 
Health Center in Missoula.
Tana Sparks Dearborn 7 8  teaches chemistry at 
W est Linn High School in West Linn, Ore. She recent­
ly received a teaching award from the Oregon 
Museum o f Science and Industry.
S idney  R . Thomas,  J.D. 7 8 , was sworn in as a  judge 
for the U.S. 9th Circuit C ourt of Appeals this March. 
H e and his wife, MARTHA SHEEHY ’85, J.D. ’88, lives in 
Billings.
Perry Cole 7 9  is vice president of business devel­
opment for the Energy Services and Communication 
Division of the M ontana Power Co. in B utte
K itty  H a tto n  M ackey 7 9  o f Waukesha, Wis., is 
associate editor of N utshell News.
Where Wall Street 
Meets The 
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Shelley George Van  A tta 79, director of college 
relations and marketing at Rocky Mountain College, at 
the Billings YWCA “Salute to Women” awards ban­
quet this spring. She and her husband, Larry, have 
three children.
City, Ore., began a  three-year Mennonite Central 
Committee assignment in Africa’s Ouagadougou, 
Burkina Faso.
Jim  C  Cumming ’83, lives in Helena and practices
law.
’8 0 s
Peggy Probasco ’80, J.D. ’83, lives in Butte and is 
president of the Silver Bow Bar Association.
Patrick D . Sheehy’80  and his wife, Wendy O 'Leary 
x’78, live in S t  Paul, Minn., where Pat works in the 
College Advancement Office of Macalester College 
They have two children, Mariah and Dylan.
D ir k  A . William s ’80, J.D. ’85, works for the law 
firm of Church, Harris, Johnson and Williams.
James Bruggers ’81, M.S. ’87, writes a column and 
covers environmental topics for the Contra Costa 
Tunes, W est C ounty Times, Valley Times and San 
Ramon Valley Times in the San Francisco area. Jim 
lives in Oakland.
Attorneys Steven Carey ’81, J.D. ’84, and Paul 
Meismer, J.D. ’81, formed a limited partnership, Carey, 
Meismer and McKeon, with offices in Missoula and 
Anaconda.
/ .  KlM SCHULKE ’81 is a  shareholder in the law firm 
of Linnell, New hall, Martin and Schulke, which has 
offices in both Great Falk and Kalispell.
Jim  Cr is t ’82  is an attorney in Edina, Minn. He and 
his wife, Jodie Hagstrom, have a daughter, Carly.
Darrel Ma st ’82 and his wife, Esther, of Oregon
D oug Decker ’85 directs the Tillamook State 
Forest Interpretive Program in Forest Grove, Ore. His 
wife, Ma r ie  M ahon-Decker '85, is an international stu­
dent adviser for Pordand Community College. They 
and their daughter, Emma Marie, live in Portland.
To m  D im mer ’85 writes: “ I have taken the big step 
and am launching a microbrewery in Ann Arbor, 
Mich., in the shadow of the other UM. T he micro is 
called Worker Bee Brewing Company and will brew an 
amber, pale ale and porter. We’ll be primarily local, so 
alumni in the Midwest should keep an eye out for it on 
this fall. I’m currently living in a 100-year-old Victorian 
house in Fowlerville with my wife, Holly, and our son, 
Zachary. We’re expecting a  child in October.
K yle Larsen ’85, J.D. ’95, is an attorney with the 
Larsen and Neill Law Firm in Great Falls. He works 
with his brother, Kory ’89, J.D. ’92, and father, Dirk 
’52, JD . ’56.
Peggy Marshall Prigge '85 lives in Butte with her 
husband, Brad, and their children Teal and Sage. Peggy 
homeschook the children and is assistant drama direc­
tor of their church.
M ichael Dahlem, MLA, ’86, practices law in Helena.
Katharine Havert ’86 lives in Beaumont, Calif., 
and teaches seventh grade science at Fontana Middle 
School. She and her husband, Ben Royland, have two 
children, Lucas and Darcy. They “long to retire in 
Missoula as soon as possible and get back to  the easy, 
slow pace of the M ontana lifestyle.”
COMMEMORATE OUR NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
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by Larry Ja n o ff
Darrel Mast ’82 and family
Pa t  Ortmeyer ’86 is outreach coordinator for the 
Institute of Energy and Environmental Research and 
managing editor o f the  institute’s, Science for 
Democratic A ction. She writes: “I currendy live in 
Talcoma Park, Md., just outside of Washington, D.G, 
where 1 try  to  avoid Capitol Hill politics as much as 
possible.”
S teve Gniadek ’87 is a wildlife biologist in Glacier 
Park.
Catherine M urray, M.F.A. ’87, is assistant profes­
sor of sculpture at East Tennessee State University. 
She received major grants for 199697 to  develop pub­
lic a rt projects. Catherine lives in Jonesborough.
Ja n ie  Sullivan ’87 lives in Mesa, A rc . and owns 
her own business doing production support (graphics 
and documentation) for clients worldwide. She was 
nominated for a Distinguished Alumnus Award from 
the University of Phoenix, where she received her 
M.B.A. in 1991.
Ta m i N yquist Whalen ’86 and her husband 
Warren, live in Murrieta, Calif. They have a  daughter, 
Kara, and a  son, Cory. Tami will graduate from med­
ical school this year.
Bradley A . Larson ’88 is an international technical 
support engineer at Micron Electronics in Napa, Idaho. 
He and his wife have a son, Erik.
Ke vin  Forder Ph ilups  ’88, M.P.A. 9 3 , JD . 9 4 , lives 
in Butte and works for State District C ourt Judge John 
“Jack” Whelan. He’s also vice president of the Silver 
Bow Bar Association.
Tia  Rikel Bobbin ’88, J.D. 9 1 , a shareholder in the 
Kalispell law firm  of Kaufman, Vidal and Hileman, is 
co-president o f the N orthw est M ontana Bar 
Association.
Tonya Duggan Schaff ’88, J.D. 9 1 , lives in Great 
Falk and practices law with the firm of Mateucci, 
Falcon, Squires and Lester.
Gary  Carmichael ’89 teaches at Paris Gibson 
Middle School in Great Falk.
Ke it h  Fortmann *89 was married to  Melissa 
Martinez in July 1995. In February he was hired as an 
account specialist for CNA in Overland Park, Kan.
T-Shirts from 
M oose's Saloon in  M ontana!
Wear one of our T-shirts, even if you won't be back for awhile. 
For free color brochure with designs and prices, write: 
Moostty Mooses, PO Box 668, Kalispell, Montana 59903 
Phone: 1-406-755-6667 FAX: 1-406-257-2338
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Larry Heidel ’89 w rites “1 have relocated from 
Chicago to Southern California and am now working 
for Walt Disney Feature Animation in Burbank, Calif. 
I am currently on the production management staff for 
a project about dinosaurs that will be the first in-house 
digitally produced animated movie for Disney—slated 
to be released in 1999. I’m also the principal trombon­
ist for the Valley Symphony Orchestra in Van Nuys and 
the Santa Susanna Symphony Orchestra.”
Sean P . Stack x’89 graduated from the University 
of Idaho in 1992 and lives in Boise, where he is a 
design engineer for Trus Joist MacMillan.
Cu n t  Porter '90 is a rt director for Kochmab 
Consulting in Great Falls.
Holly Johnson ’91 lives in Missoula, where she 
owns First Discount Travel.
Tim othy C. Lin e  '91, J.D. ’94, is an attorney with the 
law firm of Milodragovich, Dale, Steinbrenner and 
Binney in Missoula.
Jeffrey N oble, J.D. *91, lives in Broadus and is the 
Powder River County Attorney.
Teresa Reardon ’91 of Missoula is a news reporter 
for KECI-TV.
Kelu e  J. Wells,  M.FA. ’91 was one of 28 Western 
Michigan University graduate students who received 
the 1996 Graduate Research and Creative Scholar 
awards for contributions to W M U’s research. Kellie, 
who is pursuing her doctorate in English, has published 
eight short stories, two of which won honorable men­
tion for the Pushcart Prize in 1995. She lives in 
Kalamazoo.
U sa Renee Dunn ’92 recently earned her master’s 
degree in physical education from San Jose State 
University in San Jose, Calif.
Nic k  Helw ic *92 graduated from the University of 
Nebraska Medical Center and began his residency in 
internal medicine at the University of Wisconsin in 
Madison.
Joe Kolman *92 is chief of the Bozeman bureau of 
the Billings Gazette.
Patricia Day-M oore, J.D. *93, lives in Whitehall 
and practices law.
Beth K . Price ’93, after teaching English in Japan 
and traveling abroad for two years, lives in Fort Collins, 
Colo, where she is on the marketing team for a credit 
union.
Cyndi Raymond ’93 is a social worker at the 
Salvation Army in Missoula.
Kelue  M. Wa sik  *93 earned her master’s of educa­
tion degree in guidance and counseling from Clemson 
University in 1995 and is now the head athletic train­
er at Queens College in Charlotte, N .C
Susan Galbreath ’94 of Browning is a state certi­
fied counselor at the Blackfeet Chemical Dependency 
Program.
Larry M ikkola, M.B.A. ’94, of Hardin is vice pres­
ident of finance at Westmoreland Resources.
Navy Lt. Bruce L. Peck ’94 is in the Western Pacific 
Ocean near the island of Taiwan aboard the aircraft 
carrier USS Nimitz.
Wh il e  A . Sharp ’94 is a seventh grade language arts 
teacher with the Browning Public Schools.
Cory M . Bruce ’95 is president of Norwest Bank 
M ontana in Circle.
Jennifer H icswa ’95 lives in New Jersey and works 
in New York as a  marketing associate for American 
International Groups.
Brady L  M eltzer ’95 lives in San Francisco and 
works for Advent Software
Births
Jacob Sprague to Jack H . Sprague ’59 and Anayansi 
Sprague, April 4, 1996, in La Mesa, Calif.
Henry Benjamin to  John CRIST ’80 and Cynthia 
Crist, Feb. 27, 1996, in Billings.
Lexi Brianne Anderson to Twyla Spicher A nderson 
’83 and Craig Anderson, O c t 30,1995, in Rudyard.
Lyron Thomas III to Suzanne Simon M cM u rtrey  ’83 
and L  Thomas M cM u rtrey J r. x’81, N ov. 6, 1995, in 
Carmichael, Calif.
Zoie Abigail to Janet Rice-Koostra ’83 and Robert 
Koostra, Jan. 24, 1996, in Great Falls.
John (Jack) Riley to Denise JANSSEN A ylesworth ’84 
and Terry Aylesworth, Jan. 6, 1996, in Algonquin, III
Chauncey McCone to Jorrun FAllan Listo n  ’8 4  and 
Jed Listo n  ’82, O c t 13, 1995, in Missoula.
Kayla Michelle to Laura Evans M is k iv  ’8 7  and Scott 
Miskiv ’86, O c t 30, 1995, in Fremont, Calif.
Clark Austin to Claudi Jo  S terner Lund ’89 and 
Tim othy L  Lund ’89, June 12,1995, in Ham iltoa
Shomari Terrell to Tim  Ockler ’9 1  and Stephani 
Smothers, June 28,1995, in San Jose, Calif.
Alexa Storm to Lt. James R ichards Jr. ’9 4  and 
Tammera Ingraham Richards, Feb. 26, 1996, in Fort 
Richardson, Alaska.
In Memoriam
The Alumni Office extends sympathy to the families of 
the following alumni, friends and faculty.
Helen Schroeder ’16, Lolo 
Bertha Ann  A in ley  Christian  x’20, Poison 
Ma ttie  Lathom  Scott x’20, Columbus 
Katherine Wheeler Craighead ’22, Helena 
Robert P . MacHatton ’22, Leola, Pa.
Lahman Lambert ’24, Camp Hill, Pa.
Helena Wrig ht M cFarland ’25, Glasgow 
Ralph  P . Jones x’26, Snohomish, Wash.
Sally D ouglas Wh ith er  x’26, Billings 
Vernon C  Hollingsworth ’27, Hamilton 
Boynton G. “D ub” Paig e  ’27, Philipsburg 
M ildred  Tash  Clark ’28, Seattle 
Robert H . M cGuir e  x’28, Stanford 
Josephine Darungton Eudaily '28, Dillon 
Marvin  W. Snow  x’28, Big Sandy 
Lyle Z immerman ’28, Missoula 
Lee  Briggs Durfee ’29, Missoula 
C.D. H ughes x’29, Vista, Calif.
Othar U mpus x’29, Lewistown 
Ed ith  M . A llan x’30, Billings
only 50$ 
a ride
Make sure you 
stop by and visit our 
celebration of 
com m unity spirit 
while you are in 
Missoula.
“A Carousel for Missoula” — read 
the history of the Carousel, meet its volunteers 
and learn about each of the horses.
$15s  sc, $24-hc.
Our 19% 
poster was 
created by Missoula 
artist Roberta King. $10.
Ride the Dream
Memorial Day to Labor Day; 11a.m.- 7 p.m. daily 
Labor Day to Memorial Day; Noon - 5:30 daily 
A Carousel for Missoula, the first fully hand-carved 
Carousel to be built in America in over 60 years, was 
created by more than 200 volunteers.
To find out how to purchase these and other carousel items, please call or write for our new product brochure.
Own a piece of the dream! (406) 549-8382
A Carousel for Missoula • One Caras Park • Missoula, MT. 59802
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Bessie Kittinger  Elzea ’30, Billings 
Luella Roller ’30, Dayton 
George B . Schotte ’30, Butte 
Betty D ixo n  Stearns x’30, Cherry Hill, N.J.
Willia m  A . Wh it e  ’30, M.A. ’37, Sacramento, Calif. 
Em m ett Buckley x’31, S t  Louis, Mo.
James B . Prendergast ’31, Missoula 
Em ile L  Perey  ’31, M Ed. ’53, Billings 
Russeu H . H u ff ’32, Seattle 
H a ro ld  R. Voight ’32, Billings 
M illa rd  C  Evenson ’33, Sandpoint, Idaho 
Anton D . Tognetti x’33, Lewistown 
A lla n  S. M ackenzie ’34, Lewistown 
Harvey W. Johnstone ’35, Billings 
George F. Christensen ’36, Sequim, Wash.
S ta ffo rd  H ansell ’36, Hermiston, O re  
Kenneth Ansel Spaulding x’36, Kalispell 
L  E a rl Sparks ’37, Lakewood, C ola  
Nan D ivel Sparks x’37, Hamilton 
Vera Russeu x’36, Malibu, Calif.
To m  Ogle '37, Tigard, Ore.
John A . Forssen ’38, Dayton 
Oliver  M. Lien , J.D. ’38, Astoria, Ore.
June Blankenhorn Lubrecht x’38, Missoula 
P a tric ia  M cDonald O ’Connell x’38, Longview, Wash. 
M arybeth Toney C la rk  x’39, Missoula 
Bob DeM ers ’39, Fullerton, Calif.
Ma xin e  Hobbs x’39, Eugene, Ore.
Edward S. M iller ’39, Spokane 
M erritt N . Warden J.D. ’39, Kalispell 
Elsie  Ma e  Madsen x’40, Blaine, Wash.
Dorothy Truxler Tweto x’40, Richland, Wash.
Lo is  Everly Coan ’41, Moscow, Idaho 
Albert E. Steensland ’41, J.D. ’47, Tucson, Ariz.
John W. M cCulley ’42, Missoula 
Amalia  Kuntz Hardy x’43, Riverdale, Md.
Betty Lane ’43, Bethesda, Md.
John M cCulley ’43, Missoula
Robert L  Kenyon ’44, Federal Way, Wash.
Edw ard B . Maynard ’44, Colorado Springs, C ola  
Thomas F. Driscoll ’45, Anaconda 
Clement M iller, J.D. ’46, Spokane 
Robert W. Parker, J.D. ’46, Missoula 
Arthur E. M cCartan ’47, Olympia, Wash.
Frank E. York  ’47, Superior 
George E. Bowring ’48, Henrico, N .C  
E lle n  £  E llio tt  x’49, Fort Benton 
John D . Graham  ’49, W heat Ridge, C ola 
R o bert £  Lincoln  ’49, Lakeside 
A rth u r F . Payne, M.BA. ’49, Dunnellon, Fla. 
Raymond L  Todd ’49, Stevensville 
R o bert C  Van S ickle  ’49, Layton, Utah 
Frederick  £  Daniels ’50, Penn Valley, Calif.
John W. Hakola ’50, M A  ’51, Orono, Maine 
Robert C  Holt x’50, Vancouver, Wash.
Eldon  M. Nedds ’50, M.Ed. ’53, Harrison 
Willia m  B . Birkett ’51, Billings 
M elvin  Feinbujm  ’51, Quincy, Calif.
Robert W. Maxwell ’51, J.D. ’52, Whitefish 
Eugene W. Schultz ’51, Billings 
N orine Joyce Towle ’51, Chewdah, Wash.
George Erbach Jr. ’52, La Jolla, Calif.
Edward S . Holiday ’52, Libby 
Kenneth F. Vanderwall x’52, Eugene, Ore.
Errett L  M oyer,  MJEd. ’54, Billings
James W. M urray ’54, Fort Benton 
Gayle MacDonald Baldw in ’55, Poison 
Willia m  A . Long, M A  ’55, Cashmere, Wash.
Lela Bell A rnold ’56, Hamilton 
S ylvia Harrison Egan x’56, West Linn, O re  
Matilda  Mauco t Johnston ’56, M.Ed. ’60, 
Midlothian, Va.
Gertrude Ma ry  Orr Shepard ’56, Foulsbo, Wash.
H enry Elwood ’57, Kalispell
Eugene Va n  Artsdale, M.Ed. ’56, Bigfork
Frederic 0 . Gray x’56, Spokane
Sally Tilzey  Jungers ’57, Helena
Rose Renauld Sm ith  ’57, Helena
Richard P . Weckwerth x’57, Kalispell
Harold W. Blomstrom ’58, Butte
Ernest T. Ibey ’58, M Ed. ’61, Missoula
Robert L  M iller, ’58, M Ed. ’67, East Helena
Charles B . Wrig ht ’58, Sumner, Wash.
Donald J. Calfee ’59, Rialto, Calif.
Dempsey T. Johnston ’59, Columbia Falls 
M ilton  S . William s ’59, Helena 
Fred J. Chapman ’60, Helena 
Julian W. Guay ’60, M Ed ’62, Lethbridge, Alberta 
Ka y  Leona Lin n  ’60, Billings 
Ruth  I. Anderson ’62, L ob  
Larr y  H . Gemberung ’62, Seal Beach, Calif. 
Rogene Gregory ’62, Missoula 
Richard Konesky, M.A. ’62, Spokane 
Roger D eBourg, M.F.A. ’63, Chicago 
Larry £  A llen ’66, American Fork, Utah 
Willia m  N . Snell ’64, J.D. ’67, Seattle 
James L  Palmer ’65, Helena 
Donald L  Ferguson, M Ed. ’66, Chiefland, Fla. 
Peter J. Jensen ’66, Bigfork 
Frances Davis ’67, Spokane 
Cordelia Wagar Donally ’67, Missoula 
Ruth  R . Sm ith  ’67, Seattle 
Lois Bailey  M cClure ’68, Poison 
Patricia An n  Hayes Barney ’69, Butte 
£  Willia m  D uden ’69, Kalispell 
Rudolph V. Franulovkh,  M B A  ’69, Sedro 
Woolley, Wash.
Jeffrey H . Black,  M A  7 0 , Roff, Okla.
Ga ry  D . Hancock 7 0 , Helena
Evelyn L  Ma g in i Cook, MEd. 7 1 , Kingman, Ariz.
Ann  Co w eu  7 2 , Missoula
Rand y  H . Bellingham 73, J.D. 7 6 , Billings
Mark  M. Brown 7 3 , Broomfield, C ola
N icholas Grko vk  7 3 , M A  7 6 , Salmon, Idaho
Elizabeth M. Hawthorne,  M A . 7 7 , Huson
D ean T. Cors ’80, M B A  *81, Missoula
Bruce J. A llen ’81, Juneau, Alaska
Harry L  Axtmann, MEd. ’81, Tucson, Ariz.
John  Va n  Skelton ’84, L o b  
M ichael T. Barton ’89, Missoula 
Robert T. Parsons, M.Ed. *90, Browning 
Robert M. Lindsay *92, Plains 
Ba i X io ng  Tu,  M F A  ’92, Missoula 
Gretchen Ch ristine  Hareland V 5 , Fargo, N.D. 
Larry Barsness, San Miguel de Allende, Mexico 
Freda Forsberg Dahlberg, Hamilton 
Robert W. Folds, Bigfork 
Mary  McD onnell Harlan, Poison 
Kay  Kittendorf M cGuin,  San Diego 




Jessica Boisvert ’90, Las Vegas
Charles R. Couture ’69, Missoula
Dorothy A . LaRance Da vis  7 6 , Amanda Park, Wash.
James D elaney ’60, Lebanon, Tenn.
Willia m  Ellison ’66, Santa Monica, Calif.
Jane  Valentine Fo r v iu y  ’54, Noti, Ore.
La Mar  Fo r v iu y  ’55, Noti, Ore.
Charles Hubbard ’66, Bigfork 
Virg inia  Heinkel I verson 7 9 , Missoula 
Thomas Kallay 7 7 , Missoula 
James A . Lund  ’52, Hoschton, Ga.
Lorretta Lynde ’67, Bettendorf, Iowa 
Marquette M cRa e  M cKn ig h t ’83, Columbus, Ga. 
Rodger M iles ’89, Carrollton, Ga.
Kerry M orris ’87, Hamilton 
Jerome R  M urphy ’64, Trenton, N.J.
John N euman ’87, Missoula 
Martha Adams Neuman ’90, Missoula 
Daniel O ’Fa u o n  ’82, S t  Paul, Minn.
A lbert Price ’64, Missoula
Sherri M . Linhart Rhodes ’90, Great Falls
George Sm artt ’52, Tucson, Ariz.
Kathryn Tim m  ’82, S t  Paul, Minn.
M ichelle Lee  Wh itts  ’88, Grand Junction, Cob.
Don Wa y ie t t  7 1 , Tigard, Ore.
Rand y  G . Wood ’81, Missoula 
Leland Yates ’38, Missoula 
Gerald Z ie r  ’88, Seal Beach, Calif.
Benefactors Society
New members of the Benefactors Society of the UM 
President’s Club since the fall 1995 M ontanan
Silver  Level ($250,0003499,999)
C.G. “Pa t”  ’4 9  and Vir g in ia  MacKey  M cCarthy ’45 
Vernon R . William s  Estate
Copper Level ($100,0003249,999)
The Boeing  Company 
Estate of Pearl £  Clark ’16 
John R. Cowan, Jr. ’52 
Cow ley Trust
Datsopoulos, M acD onald &  U no
Marguerite Heinsch Ephron ’31
Fu is t  Interstate BancS ystem Foundation
Garungton, Lohn &  Robinson
John  G . H ursh ’8 2  and  Kathryn D . M orton
James C  M cK own ’69
M iu e r  Barber M ontana ProA m
Boynton G . Paig e  ’27 and Helena Paige
Pamela R. Scharbauer 7 9
John  N . Shephard andMurr Kinniburgh  Shephard ’31
Joan V. R . Sm ith  ’50
Marion  McQ u  Sm ith  ’37
Toyota USA Foundation
Western Federal Savings Bank o f M ontana
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HOMECOMING 1996
OCTOBER 11 & 12,1996
"Talcin' Care of Business"
Schedule as of September 5, 1996
THURSDAY OCTOBER 10
10:00-6:00 Art Fair-University Center
SATURDAY 0 Q 0 B E R 12
7:30 Delta Gamma Breakfast, Holiday Inn*
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11
10:00-6:00 Art Fair-University Center
10:00-4:00 Homecoming Check-In for the Classes of 1956 and 1971 
Md all returning alumni and frieadi-Presidents Room, Brantly Hall. 
Meet your classmates, pick up a name tag and an up-to- 
the-minute schedule of events. Coffee is on usl
12:00 Homecoming Picnic in the Alumni tent area south 
of Brantly Hall. All members of the Classes of 1956 and 1971 as 
well as all returning alumni and friends are invited. No reservations 
required. Everyone welcomel
7:45 Delta Delta Delta Breakfast, Mt. Rooms, UC*
8:30 Kappa Alpha Theta 1956 Pledge Class Breakfast, 
Holiday Inn*
9:30 Sigma Alpha Epsilon Breakfast, SAE house
10:00-6:00 Art Fair-University Center
10:00 Homecoming Parade
(Higgins Avenue to University, east to Arthur).
Theme: “Takin’ Care of Business”
12:00-1:00 ROTC Open House-Schreiber Gym
2:00 Dedication of the William & Rosemary Gallagher 
Building for the School of Business Administration— 
Reception to follow.
2:00-5:00 Department Open Houses. Visit your old dorm 
and classroom buildings as well as the new additions to 
campus at your leisure.
11:30 Tailgate Parties-north of Washington-Grizzly 
Stadium
1:35 FOOTBALL-Grizzlies vs. Idaho State Bengals 
Post Game:
Greek Open Houses 
Alumni, boosters and friends gather at 
Holiday Inn for the Coach's Post-game Rally 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon BBQ, SAE house
7:00-7:30 Carillon Concert, University Hall. Enjoy beauti­
ful carillon music as alumni and students gather for 
Singing on the Steps. Everyone welcomel
7:30-9:00 Singing on the Steps. Enjoy this finest of Home­
coming traditions in front of University Hall. Share in the 
presentation of the 1996 Distinguished Alumni Awards 
and the crowning of the Homecoming Royalty. The Pep 
Rally will feature Football Coach Mick Dennehy and his 
players along with the Grizzly cheerleaders and the UM 
mascot, Monty. Join in singing “Old College Chums” as 
hundreds of lights outline the “M” on Mt. Sentinel. Follow 
the luminarios to the Davidson Honors College for a re­
ception honoring the Classes of 1956 u d  1971, DAAs and Royalty. 
Everyone welcomel
8:00-? Sigma Chi 90th Anniversary Cocktail Party,
Holiday Inn*
9:00-? Holiday Inn. Following Singing on the Steps, 
journey over the bridge to downtown Missoula, where 
everyone meets for the annual All-Alumni Mixer and 
Dance. Music courtesy of the Alumni Jazz Band.
7:30 Sigma Chi 90th Anniversary Banquet and Dance, 
Elks Club*
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 13
1:00 Delta Gamma 85th Anniversary Luncheon,
Village Red Lion*
All events and times are subject to change. Come to Brantly Hall 
for a Homecoming progmm when you arrive on Friday.
*For these events, contact the people listed below:
* REUNIONS/CONTACTS (Area code 406)
‘ Alumni Band-contact Fred Nelson, 549-2873 
‘ Delta Delta Delta-contact Carol Wilson, 549-3164 
‘ Delta Gamma 85th Anniversary-contact Susan Gibb, 549-9044 or 
Mary Jo Connelly, 728-5918 
‘ Kappa Alpha Theta-contact Bettina Stohr Burke, 243-5831 
‘ Phi Gamma Delta-contact Steve Young, 310-208-1924 
*ROTC-contact Major Abler, 243-2627 
‘Sigma Alpha Epsilon-contact Tom Ross, 728-1034 
‘Sigma Chi 90th Anniversary-contact Bob Rowe, 721-5888 or 
Al Cochrane, 982-3352
Football tickets: Call 1-800-526-3400 or 1-406-243-4051 
Accommodations: A Travel Connection, 1-800-441-2286, or 549-2286
Homecoming questions? 1-800-862-5862 or 1-406-243-5211 E-mail: alumni@wliwy.umr.edu Website: http://uim um t.edu/alum ni
ALUM NI
ASSO CIA TIO N
BOARD
President 
Dennis D. Iverson ’67 
Helena
President-elect 
Gwen McLain Childs ’63 
Littleton, CO
V ice P resident 
Patricia McCallum Lamont ’65 
Calgary, Alberta
Past President 
Joan W atts Datsopoulos '66 
Missoula
Robert T. “Rob” Bell ’90 ’93
Missoula
Marcia Meagher Bragg ’63 ’74 
Cut Bank
Glen M. Campbell '85 ’87 
Redmond, WA
Lauren Davidson Descamps ’85 
San Rafael, CA
R. MacMillan “Mac* Fraser '62 
Boulder, CO
Wyley P. Good ’63
Fort Benton
Robert W. “Bob’  Hoene ’70 
Clancy
Susan Foster Korkalo ’66
Livingston
Jeanette Sayer McKee '68 
Hamilton
Kitty VanVliet Meyer ’64 
Eugene, OR
Wilmer “Bill* Mitchell ’50
Miles City
Donald E  Nicholson ’56 
Norwich, CT
Paige Wilson Nicholson ’89 
Great Falk
Michael J. O ’Neill '80 
Butte
Ann Parke Ruegamer '67 
Billings
Rick F. Schneider 7 8  
Edina, MN
Kay LeFevre Stipe '59 
Spokane, WA
Rick V. Weaver 7 5
Havre
A L U M N I O F F IC E  
Bill Johnston 7 9 , M.RA. 71 
The University of Montana 
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A Note from the President
I’m honored to serve as president of The University of Montana Alumni Association during its 95th year. The Association has always dedicated itself to 
the support of both current and former University stu­
dents. This continues to be our most pressing goal. 
Challenges may change, but the dedication of alumni 
remains strong even today.
The Association is a volunteer-driven organization. 
W ith pleasure I’d  like to  welcome the six new alumni 
who have agreed to serve on our board: Robert T. “Rob’’ 
Bell ’90, ’93; Paige Wilson Nicholson ’89; Donald 
Nicholson ’56; Wyley P. Good ’63; R. MacMillan “Mac” 
Fraser ’62; and Robert “Bob” Hoene ’70.
This issue of the 
M ontanan contains an 
article on Constitutional 
Amendment 30-abolition D™ B ,raB0" ’67
of the Board of Regents—in “Around the Oval.” CA-30 
is a critical amendment for Montana’s higher educa­
tional system, and Montana residents will be hearing a 
lot about it this fall. I hope all readers will take the time 
to  learn the issues and then vote.
I have found it rewarding to give back to the 
University by serving on the Alumni Association board. 
I urge you to support your University whenever and 
however the request is made.
ALUMNI TRAVEL PROGRAM
A DEC 1-8, 1996  MEXICAN RIVIERA. Please Join us for 
the 5th annual All-Montana Alumni Cruise.
A IAN. 18-29, 1997 TRANS-PANAMA CANAL Enjoy an 
eleven-night cruise from Fort Lauderdale to Acapulco with 
Bill Johnston, The University of Montana alumni director.
A JAN. 19-26, 1997  THAILAND. Six nights in a deluxe 
hotel in Bangkok. City sightseeing, tours and a cruise to the 
famous Jim Thompson House is included.
A FEB. 1-14, 1997 SOUTH AMERICA. A fourteen-day 
jouney with stays in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Peru, and a 
trip to Iguassu Falls.
A FEB. 22  - MAR.4, 1997 WINGS OVER THE NILE. An 
eleven-day journey, including a four-night cruise on the Nile 
River.
A JUNE 1 0 -1 8 ,1 9 9 7  ITALY (Alumni Campus Abroad) Stay 
in beautiful Arezzo for a wonderful week learning about 
Italy and the Tuscany area. All excursions, seminars and 
meals are included.
A  JUNE 21  - JULY 4 , 1997  ROME TO LONDON. Join 
President George and Jane Dennison for a thirteen- day 
cruise aboard the five-star Crystal Harmony, including visits 
to Italy, France, Spain, Portugal, Ireland and England.
A SEPT. 3 0  - OCT. 11, 1997  AUTUMN IN PROVENCE. 
Combine a visit to one of the world’s great capitals, Paris, 
with a leisurely cruise aboard the M S  Camargue.
A OCT. 14-22, 1997  IRELAND (Alumni Campus Abroad) 
Spend a great week in beautiful Ennis, Ireland. Visit the sur­
rounding areas while learning about Ireland’s history and 




A LU M N I A SSO C IA TIO N"Takin' Care of Businen"
is what your Alumni Association is all about!
„  r * i  _  •  We’ll keep you inform ed o f all o u r gatherings, TV parties, reunions &
H om ecom ing activities.
We’ll send you our new 28-page full-color UM  calendar & make sure 
you receive the special “For M embers Only” edition o f  the Montanan.
We take care o f lots m ore business, too. Join your Alumni Association today.
It could be the bed call you'll ever make! 
406-243-5211 or 1-800-862-5862
A N N U A L  M E M B E R S H IP : S ing le  $ 3 5 , D u a l $ 5 0  L IF E T IM E  M E M B E R S H IP : S ingle: $ 3 5 0 ,  D u a l $ 5 0 0
30 Fall 1996 Montanan
A  UMN! NOTES
1996 GiVCat Satellite TV forties
ALASKA FLORIDA MISSOURI
Anchorage Pensacola St. Louis
The Peanut Farm Seville Quarter *  Billy Buffet's
5227 Old Seward HWY 130 E. Government ST 9004 Overlan Plaza
Rich 0wens/907-248-9104 Rowland Throssell/904-455-2246 Kent Vesser/314-822-0099
Fairbanks « • * « «  NEVADA
Gold Rush Saloon Atlanta ^  Ve9as
3399 Peger Road Der- Munchies Torrey Pines Pub
Dick Morris/907-479-6608 7537 Roswel1 RD 6374 w - Lake Mead RLVD
Kevin Smith/770-271-1617 Al Bingham/702-893-3108
Juneau  I IIU Iill D
Location tbo HAWAII Reno
Roy Kyle/907-842-5076 The Little Waldorf Saloon
The Sports Dome 1661 N. Virginia
ARIZONA Schofield Barracks Darolyn Skelton/702-831-5011
Tom dp 'need coordinator
Doc 8 Eddy's NEW MEXICO
m l Z l  M g  | « i i S
Doug Miller/602-971-1107 , 0ISe Sidelines Sports Grill
Location TBD 9211 Coots RD NW
CALIFORNIA Please Cal the UMAA. Marita Brooks/505-768-0117
Costa M esa  1-800-862-5862 . . . . . . .
Legend’s Sports Grill 'need coordinator NORTH CAROLINA
580 Anton „  Raleigh/Durham
Kent McKay/714-770-6173 Idaho Falls  Location TBD
Pressbox 1551 W. Broadway Please call the UMAA
Sacram ento  Marlaine Devine 'need coordinator
McGee's 208-524-4253
5623 Sunrise BLVD „ .  IMAlf
Mike Raemaeker/916-972-1363  ̂ ColumbusChicago Damons
San DieQO Location TBD 6076 1st BLVD
Moose McGilycuddy's Rease cal1 the UMAA Bob Hudson/614-397-5893
535 5th Ave 'need coordinator rinrinnati
Paul Caine/619-696-8319 wnicic/uicciuioi . ™nXANSAS/MISSOHRI Location TBD
San Francisco Area 12) Kansas C ity (Overland Park) Please call the umaa
(1> Rlctey-S Sports Bar „ -need coordinata
1 2 5  5 * 2 * 1  3-780-602, 0RE60N
MICHIGAN fS U m rn
In i  4 th ? T  J  D etro it (S terling H eights) 197 n e  3rd
CDl Loon River Cafe Please call the UMAA
° J 34911 Van Dyke Ave -need coordinate,
Please call the UMAA Rease call the UMAA
f ai ai ada 'need coordinator Portland (Tigard)
nonuor 7,16 Grandstand
MINNESOTA 11525 SW Durham RD
J J Colfgx M inneapolis/S t. Paul Emily Hazeiton/503-777-204i
Mac Fraser/303-443>1673 ^ L s h a d  At.














2610 Bissonette at Kirby 
Please call the UMAA 
‘need coordinator
UTAH
Salt Lake City 
Port O'Call 
375
S. On W. Temple 




FX Me Rory's 
419 Occidental Ave S.
Joe Marra/206-447-0182
Spokane
Hnnerty’s Red Lion 
126 N. Division 
Jim Allen/509-924-3073 
Ron Gleason/509-921 -9521
Grizzly/Bobcat Football Game 
November 23,1996  
Kickoff 12:05 PM MST
"This rivalry has keen so 
special over the years. 
These parties are such a 
trea t way For the alums 
to participate. We tell 
the kids every year 
that this is never just 
another yame. They 
know that 6rizzlies all 
over the nation are 
puttint on their school 
colon and cheerint 
them on."
Head Football Coach 
M ick Dennehy
Tri-Cities
Baron's Beef 6 Brew 
1034 Lee BLVD (Richland)








i call the UMAA
NEW EN6LAND AREA 
Location TBD 
Please call the UMAA 
Cathy Peck Waylett/508-520-2408
Ellen Mdler/970-241-3442 P re s e n te d  to  y o u  b y  T h e  U n iv e rs ity  o f  M o n ta n a  A lu m n i A s s o c ia tio n  1 -8 0 0 -8 6 2 -5 8 6 2
Plan Now To A tten d  
Your Class Reunion!
May 15-17,1996
F o r  f u r t h e r  details 
c a l l  o r  w r i t e :
The University o f Montana Alumni Association 
Bra ntly Hall
Missoula, MT 59612-0013 
406-243-5211 1-000-362-5662
Fall 1996  M o n t a n a n  31
Upcoming Schedule of M ontana Alumni Events
1996-97
October, 1996 December
19 Cheney, WA - Montana vs. EWU 1-8 Mexican Riviera - Annual 
pregame gathering Montana Alumni Cruise
November January, 1997
2 North ridge, CA • Montana vs. Cal 18-29 Panama Canal • Montana
S t North ridge pre-game gathering Alumni Cruise
16 Ogden, UT - Montana vs. Weber Apt#/
S t pregame gathering 1 2  Western - Montana
Alumni Event (near Pittsburgh)
23  USA (35+ sites) - Annual j | f ^
Griz/Cat Satellite Parties (UM vs. 1 5 . 1 7  Missoula, MT - 50/60 Class 
"SU Reunion
17 Missoula, MT • UM Commencement
lilIttlWIMiM
M P 4  /C /V  MOMENTUM
Gallaghers Start 
Campaign, Put It 
Over Goal
William ’25 and Rosemary Gallagher got the Univer­
sity’s campaign off the ground with their $1 million gift 
toward a new building for the School of Business Admin­
istration. A $1.4 million distribution from Bill’s estate 
put the campaign over its $40 million goal.
With the Gallagher gift and approximately $3.1 
million in subsequent gifts, The University of Montana 
Capital Campaign has now reached $44 million and is 
expected to be even higher before its targeted completion 
date in 1997.
Although the targeted dollar amount has been 
surpassed, Phyllis Washington, the campaign’s national 
chairman cautioned against declaring a victory. One of 
her major goals is including many, many more donors in 
the campaign. Washington said, “I really believe that 
everyone—no matter what level of gift they make—will 
want to be a part of this once-in-a-lifetime campaign. It’s 
an opportunity to leave a legacy to future generations.”
Bill and Rosemary Gallagher’s $1 million gift in 
1990 to encourage the State Legislature to approve 
construction of a new business building provided impe­
tus for the University to undertake a capital campaign. 
The building which bears their name, funded in part by 
private gifts, will be dedicated O c t 10. The $1.4 million 
from the Gallagher estate will fund scholarships for 
students at the University’s main campus and 
the UM College of Technology.
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Toyota Funds ‘T-Cubed’ Project
The University of Montana will take technology training for teachers on 
the road throughout the state during the next two years in a portable com­
puter lab and van donated by the Toyota USA Foundation.
The gift of $100,000 plus a 1996 Toyota Previa are counted toward the 
campaign’s academic equipment priority. It was arranged mainly through the 
efforts of UM alumnus John Turmell ’64 of Rolling Hills Estates, Calif., 
group vice president and general manager of Toyota 
Industrial Equipment Inc., a division of Toyota 
Motor Sales USA.
He and his wife, Mary Ellen Cawley Turmell ’64, 
were at Missoula’s Target Range School for the 
inaugural demonstration of “Taking Technology to 
Teachers,” dubbed T-Cubed. The Turmells and 
others watched as Target Range sixth graders used 
maps from Internet databases to study Montana 
geology. Speaking in the school’s computer lab,
Turmell said, “It’s programs like this that provide 
professional development for teachers, build partner­
ships between K-12 teachers and university educators 
and bring real-world technologies into the classroom 
to build bridges to better education. That is what the 
Toyota USA Foundation is all about.”
T-Cubed was designed to help teachers incorporate 
science, math and ever-expanding technology into their 
curricula. Its organizers, especially Lynn Churchill, math 
professor and project leader, found that schools want to 
integrate technology-enhanced instruction, but they don’t 
always have the facilities or experience necessary to put such 
programs in place. He said, “We’ll be going into more places 
more often with a well-defined work environment to train teach­
ers in a more effective and efficient way.”
Initially more than 300 K-12 teachers in Western Montana 
will be trained in technology-based math and science with the 
van’s state-of-the-art lab that includes multimedia and World Wide 
Web capabilities. Teachers will integrate what they and their 
students learn by using the equipment into their class­
room instruction. The University and Toyota hope the 
project will become a model for other states.
UM’s network of partnerships with Montana schools 
for improving the way mathematics education is taught 
was especially appealing to Toyota. The University has 
been working on ongoing math curriculum revision 
projects through the Systemic Initiative for Montana 
Mathematics and Science for high school courses, the Six 
Through Eight Mathematics for middle schools and Reach 
for the Sky Projects.
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i  A  Kids are first attracted to  the bright 
k  design of the T*Cubed van when it pulls up 
to  their schools. Then, when they see the J 
^ k  computer equipment that comes out of J  
^ k  it, their eyes really light up. m
^ k  Target Range sixth graders waited 
^ k  patiently while President Dennison 
^ k  announced Toyota’s gift and 
^ k  Professor Churchill described 
^ k  the equipment before they 
^ k  got online, w
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UN Letter Winners
The new Grizzly M Club is just over a year old. numbers of former Grizzlies with whom you
Many of our former athletes enrolled for 1995- maintain contact, you will help us get them
96, and we are confident of building on that involved in rebuilding and maintaining this
tradition. Dues are only $25 per year, 
and those dollars will go a long way.
For more information phone Bill 
Schwanke, Assistant Athletics 
Director, 406-243-5405, or write to 
Grizzly M Club, Department of 
Athletics, The University of Mon­
tana, Missoula, MT 59812-1880. 
Please let us hear from you soon.
And for information on Grizzly Athlet- 
in general, we’re now on line — 
newsletter will come out soon. http://www.umt.edu/sports.
By renewing your membership or becoming a 
new member, you will help assure that letter 
awards and senior recognition will continue. By 
providing the names, addresses and phone
number for 1996-97 and the years 
beyond.
During the first year a new depart­
ment-wide letter award policy was 
finalized and will go into effect this 
fall. The policy was established 
after input from the M Club Board 
of Directors, comprised of former 
Grizzly athletes, plus current Grizzly 
athletes and coaches. A spring event 
honoring senior athletes will take 
place in the spring of 1997. Our first ICS
THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA ALUMNI LETTER WINNERS
1996-97 Enrollment/Renewal Form
Name
(Please include maiden name, if applicable)
Address______________________________________________________________ ___________________
City, State, Zip Code______________________________________________________ ____________________
Home phone_______________________________________ Business phone_____ ________________________




I am in touch with the following former UM athlete(s) (please include names, addresses and phone numbers, and use an additional page if necessary):
I. _______________________________________________________________________________ __________________ _
i ___________________________:______________\____________________________________ _____________________ _
3. _______________________________________________________________________________
MAIL TO: Grizzly M Club, Department o f Athletics, The University o f Montana, Missoula, MT 59812 
Please make check fo r $z5 payable to  The University o f Montana Alumni Letter Winners 
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Co n f e d e r a t e d  S a l is h  
& Ko o t e n a i t r ib e s
‘THE PEOPLE’S CENTER” NATIVE ED-VENTURES 
B ox278 •  Pablo, M ontana 59855 •  (406) 675-0160 •  FAX (406) 675-0260 
O pen  O c to b e r -M a rc h , 9:00-5:00, M o n d a y  t h r o u g h  F rid a y
APRIL-SEPrEMBER, 9:00-7:00 , SEVEN DAYS A WEEK 
Located 6  miles south  o f Poison. M ontana on Highway 93
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GRIZZLY GREATS
Ad photo by Creative Image Studios
A CELEBRATION OF MONTANA FOOTBALL
Original art and stories on 50 players, plus coach Don Read, in a handsomely leather bound 
book. GRIZZLY GREATS depicts a history and tradition on Montana football since 1895 by 
honoring the thousands of former players who have worn the copper; silver and gold.
A generous contribution from the proceeds of this 
book will be donated to the Naseby Rhinehart 
Endowment Fund.
Beautifully matted and framed prints 
and profiles of individual players are 
also  available for $125.00 each.
Write for brochure.
Made in Montana by Montana Alumni 
Please send________  copies at $295.00 each.  Cash or Check  Visa/MasterCard
Nam e_____________________________________________  Number_________    Exp.Date____ _
Address____________________________________________
City/State___________________________________________  Signature_________________________________  .
Please mail your order to: Phone us at: (406) 251-5129
Bear Mouth Enterprises or email: minsterk@marsweb.com
P.O. Box 4544 Missoula, MT 59806
“ if you are lucky enough to have enjoyed even a small part of the 
history of Montana football in any way, you will marvel at this beautiful 
piece of work. Everyone associated with Grizzly football is proud and 
honored to offer this work to our faithful followers and supporters. I w ill 
guarantee you w ill burst with pride with every page you turn.
This book is dedicated to those who laid the foundation. It is they, 
and indeed, each and everyone of you, who have given our University a 
century of wonderful memories ”
Wayne Hogan, Director of Athletics 
The University of Montana
Big Sky Journal
A celebration o f Montana
Art and architecture, hunting and fishing, ranching 
and recreation...Never have the natural and artistic 
resources of Montana been so well paired.
One Year Subscription: $22 
Two Year Subscription: $40
1 - 8 0 0 - 4 1 7 -3 3 1 4
Or write:
Big Sky Journal
PO Box 1069 
Bozeman, MT 59771
1  m a k m g h i s t o r y
Creating jnsrururs
Students benefit From  Yo u r  G enerosity N o w  a n d  In  The University 's future
S c h o l a r s h i p s
The campaign has already provided 62 new ones.
D e p a r t m e n t a l  O p p o r t u n i t y  f u n d s  
Journalism, Education, Environmental Studies, Asian 
Studies and Western Literature have them.
ENDOWED FACULTY POSITIONS 
Like the Bierman Professorship 
at the Yellow Bay Biological Station.
ST A T E -O F-T H E -A R T  B U IL D IN G S
Welcome to the Gallagher Building for the School of Business 
Administration and the Davidson Honors College.
.*■ . .  e  ,  .  ,  ,  .  ,  .  TheUniverstyofThere's s till time fo r  you to be a part o f this historic campaign. M o n t a n a
Your g ift w ill Ensure the Tradition o f Excellence Capital Campaign
at The University o f Montana. Ensuring a Tradition of Excellence
UM Foundation P.O.Box7159 Missoula,MT 59807 (406)243-2593
The U niversity o f
Montana
M ON TA N A N
224 Brantly Hall 
Missoula, MT 59812-13 
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